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WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Partly cloudy
and continued mild today and
tonight. Consideaable cloudiness and mild Wednesday
with a few scattered showers,

United Press

YOUR PROGRESSIVE II OWE NEWSPAPER FOR OVER FlAur A CENTURY

Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday Afternoon, Marc

Methodist Students
To Meet At College
For Conference

Vol. XIX; No. ")44

Large Group Hont
Champion Brewers
Cage Team And Coach
10

ts

Thirteen Schools
In Kentucky To KNOWLAND SAYS
Be Represented "STANDBY" DRAFT
Approximately 100 students from
13 Kentucky schools will meet in
Murray on April 2-4 for the sixteenth annual conference of the
Kentucky Methodist Student Movement. The Wesley Foundation of
Murray will be the host organization.
Dr. Thomas Kepler, professor at
Oberlin Theological Seminary, and
Miss Dorothy Nyland, national secretary of student work, will be the
guest speakers.
Activities for the meeting include
the annual banquet on Friday,
classes and worship services on Saturday, and installation of new officers on Sunday. Recreation is to
include a' tour of Kentucky Dam,
followed by a picnic and vesper
Service Saturday night.

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

LEWIS CONTINUES Civic Clubs Sponsor Banquet
DEFYING FACT
Lag Night At Club House
FINDIht; BOARD

LAW INADEQUATE

WASHINGTON, March 30. (UP)
—Sen. William F. Knowland, R.,
Cal.. said today a "standby" draft
law might mend' a few political
A capacity crowd was present
fences but it won't fence in RusThe AFL Printers Union today
:last night at a banquet in the dining
sian aggression.
gave up its fight to beat the Taftroom of the Woman s Club House.
"The Russians," he said. "are not
Hartley law, isul at Washington
Linen ing enach McCoy Tarry and
going to be decieved by mere reJohn L. Lewis continued to defy
his Brewers Redmen. The function
gisteration of manpower. We may
a fact-finding board appointed ta
was sponsored by three civic 'clubs
fool our own people by such a
investigate the walkout of his soft
of Murray. the Young Business
URGE RELATIVES TO DEFEAT REDS—
course but we are not going to
More than 500 free-cables 'sere sent on
coal miners.
Men's Club, the Lions and the Rothe first
fool the politburo."
day of a campaign by Italian-Americans
'U.S. marshals served a subpena
in Schenectady, N. Y., u ging relatives
tary.
Knowland assailed as inadequate
in Italy
to vote against the Communists in the April
oh
Lewis
last
night
orderin
18 elections. Upwards frOM3 $4,500
g him
Following the banquet which was
a proposal by some of his Republiwas raised
to appear in federal court at 11
by subscription to pay for the messages.
served at 7:00 p. m. Tarry was incan colleagues to register prospecA. M. today to show why he should
troduced by Fred Schultz, master
tive draftees, but not to induct
not testify before the three-man
of ceremonies. He made the statethem into the armed services unemergency presidential fact-finding
ment that his team was "big in
less the world situation deteriorboard studying the 16-day - old
heart and that is what we Played
ates. The "standby" draft suggeswalkout of 400.000 united mine
on." Tarry also said that if any
tion was put forth by Sen. Owen
workers.
business firm or organization in
Brewster, R., Me, and others who
Meanwhile, the nation's coal reMurray wished to display the
are confident it would encourage
serves dwindled rapidly Coalburnthirty one trophies won by Brewers
voluntary enlistments.
ing railroads, which already have
in the past ten years, they were
Knowland said, however, that if
reduced passenger service by 25
more than welcome to use them.
the public became convinced thre
per cent, are scheduled to make a
LEXINGTON, KY. March 29-"You have a right to display
would be no inductions, then there
Charlene Orr, daughter of Mrs.
similar reduction in freight at midthem, because you helped us win
Rev, Braxton B. Sawyer, pastor
probably would be no increase in
Laverne Orr, 1205 W. Main street.
A. J. Colson. sanitarian for Cal- night tonight. Steel production althem he said." Tarry paid tribute
of the First Baptist Church': Murenlistments.
Murray. is one of 12 students in the loivay County. returned Saturday so has been curtailed by lack of
to his boys saying that they were
"There is but one thing that will ray,submitted his resignation to the
University of Kentucky College of from a three-day seminar on rural coal.
the best group of boys he had ever
COACH MeCOY TARRY
WASHIN,GTON. March 30 tUP)— permeate the Kremlin mind," he church at 11:00 Sunday to become Education to
In the printers' strikes, the AFL
achieve a perfect sanitation at dle State Board or
worked with. The Brewers team
The Armed Forces are prepared to said. "That•as to put this nation's effective. May 3. The congregation etraightK
muff
"TYPtiffr
Health
academi
—ilz
a
building
iW—union
c
in tOuisville.
standing for
won 36 stsaight games to win the
esk congress to draft doctors up to defense in top flight Order now." enanirhously accepted his resigna- the winter
reached
agreeme
nt
quarter
with
the natjust ended. Dr.
State Tournament They won ?II
lbs meeting was_ called _bythe
Hearings of the Atifenag problem tion whish, was as follows
45 years of age, highly place4i
ional labor-relations
Witham S. Taylor, dean oUthe Col- State Departm
out of. the last 72 games played and
ent of Health, and
ware resumed before the senate To the Mamboirs of the
ernment officials said today.
First
broad
lege.
outline
anhounced today.
of
a
labor
contract
thie team won 117 games against
held in cooperation with the KenThe military chiefs.' it was said, armed services committee which Baptist Church
to
offered
be
to
the
nation's newsA graduate of Murray High tucky Farm Bureau, Homemakers
16 lost, since they had been in high
will base the request on grounds was to hear from Henry A. Wal- Murray. Kentucky .
papers.
School, Miss Orr is enrolled as Clubs, rural schools, and farm
school.
edithat the armed forces already are lace 2and from representatives of My Dear Friends:
The
union
told
matirepaper publia junior at the University and is tors,
Tarry introduced the boys and
critically short of medical and den- church organizations.
shers and the board that it would
Followirg God's leadership and a members of the Wornen'
cheer leaders present in the follows AthleMeanwhile, the house hoped to
The general theme of the seminar abandon
tal personnel.
in response to your gracionivenvita- de Association.
its "no contract" policy
ing order: Coy Cdeason, Van Ma'
trinartirai senitatiun of schools and tinder which it
If congress enacts a peacetime eaftipiete action on its 86.206,ocemos tion, I entered upon my dtftiet
hoped to retain the
as
this, Jim Owen, Barney Thweatt,
homes 'Charles F. Blaskeriship, traditional clos$
draft law and universal military global foreign policy bill. while your pastor almost four
Elia
Mills
Jameson
,
73,
died of Mason Cope,
shop despite a
years ago
Torn Mathis, Roy'
M. D.. Senior Surgeon, U. S. Public Taft-Hartley ban
training, this shortage would be- the senate opened debate on its
I believed then and I believe now,
on such agree- complications Monday at the home Darnell, Joe Smith Leroy
$463.000.000 China aid bill. The deSmith,
Health
Service.
Chicago
of
her
.
daughte
spoke
come critical, they said
to
r.
Mrs.
ments.
Rice Futrell, Charles Stone.
and there has never been a split,
and Donnie Mathis,
velopments:
the group on the meaning of rural
At Chicago. the nation's rail- after an illness of four months.
secon
of
time,
from
then
until
Marilyn
now,
Chester
, Marlyne Ivey,
FOREIGN AID
A proposal to
santitation.
Survivors include her daughter.
roads agreed to the 15 1-2 cent ,nJoan Smith, Betty Yates.
to make Spain one of the Marshall that' I have not believed that God
The main points emphasized by crease in hourly wages proposed Mrs. Futrell, Murray route 2: one
led
me
to
become
pastor
Member
of
the
s
of the Marshall County
Plan countries threatened to delay
Dr Blankenship were safe water by a presidential fact finding board sister. Mrs. Patsy Bury, Concord'. School system
were introduced 5y
house approval of the "single pa4k- First Baptist Church, Murray, Kensupplies, sate use of water supplies. investigating a dispute between the one brother. A. D. Jameson, Mur- Schultz. They
tucky.
were Principal and
age" foreign aid bill. The plan was
ray; six grandchildren and four
carriers
and
and
proper
three
operatin
waste
When
disposal
brog
i
.
Laxity
surrend
ered
Mrs
my life to
Ross of BrOwers; Holland
offered in the form of an amendin these matters were the main therhoods. but union officials said great-grandchildren.
Rose. Marshall County School Supment by Rep Alvin E. O'Konski, preach the gospel of my • Lord. I
Professor Charles Stamps was ad- causes of communicable
Miss Jameson was a member of
they
were
"serious
ly
disappo
surrend
inted"
ered
diseases
my will and promised
.
ern tenden t.: Loman Trevathare
R.. Wis
mitted to Murray Hospital this he said.
the Scotts Grove Baptist Church
by the decision .
Boone Hill, Mrs McCoy Tarry.
CHINA — The senate foreign re- him that I would follow wherever noon.
where funeral services were held
A Bible institute is scheduled to
Exchang
e
officials
The
met
entire
with
he
repgroup
leads.
made
field trips
I am now convinced beEach of the above responded,
lations committee filed a revised
this afternoon at 2:30 under the diProf Stamps, instructor in radio, to neighboring counties to
begin at the Mt. Carmel Baptist
observe resentatives of the AFL united
thanking the organizations of Murreport on China, urging speedy yond any question or doubt that
rection
speech
Church Thursday night, April 1,
And
of
English
financia
Rev.
at
employe
l
Murray
D.
W.
union
s
rural
Billingt
for
sanitati
six
on ray for extending the invitation to
on of schools and
approval of a $463,000.000 aid bill God is leading me to accept the
State college, received a broken homes. Reports were
the pastor. Rev. W. D. Lowery, anthen discussed hours yesterday and were to re- Burial was in the Scotts Grove the Brewers team to come to Murto strengthen the "common front call to become pastor of the Imcemeter
leg
and
y.
cuts
sume
and
nounced today.
negotiat
bruises
ions
in
autoat
an
5
the
P. M. today
following day.
ray.
Baptist
against aggressive Communism." The manuel
Church,
Fort mobile
The .1'H Churchill funeral home
accident near Paducah, SatThe speakers will be: Thursday
Approximately
100 sanitarians in an effort to draw up a contract
Holland Rose. in an attempt to
report described Chiang Kai-Sshek's Smith. Arkansas, and in order to
was
urday
in
replace
to
night,
night, Rev. L. W. Carlin and Rev.
charge
March
the
20.
one
of arrangements.
which expired
and 25 members from other groups
explain Tarry's genius for producgovernment as a major partner follow the leading of my Lord I feel
The
March
accident
1.
B. G. Arteburn: Friday night. Rev. in
occurre
d on the ap- were registered at the seminar,
ing fine basketball teams, intimated
"our common contest against that I should tender to you my
at Michigan
proach of the Irvin Cobb bridge. said Colson.
The union is seeking weekly
J. H. Thurman and Rev D. W. Bil- threats
that Tarry presented each
to international peace and resignation as your pastor, effeigive
new
is presently
wage
Accordi
increase
ng to authorities, the car in
s of $9 for those maklington.
During the meetings the sanitarthirty-six days from today which
baby that arlived in Brewers with
security."
the physical
which Stamps was riding was ians were instructed
ing $40 or less weekly and $15 for
Services will be held alt day Satwill
a
be
minatur
May
e
in
the
3.
basketba
Deleted
proper
1948.
ll
goal for
from the documents were
t Murray.
urday with Rev. L. G Novel and all references
Along with my resignation, I wish forced from the road by an oncom- use of DDT for control of flies, those making more than $40. The
a teething ring.
to "graft" and "ination of this
stock exchange has offered $3 to
ing car. Martin Anderson, driver Of mosquitoes and other
Rev. Tilden Garner conducting the efficiency- within
to
Jim
say
Moore
that
I
insects.
also
am
welcomed the
very, very grateful
Chiang's govwill be made
morning service. The speakers Sat- ernment. charges highlieh
Speakers pointed out that in the $5 raises and the curb has offered
team to Murray.
for the work you have done for the vehicle, swerved to miss the
tine the
a 10 per cent cost of living bonus
car and hit the guard rail of the past rural residents have
urday afternoon will be Rev.aF. E. original version which
your
Dr
Rainey
church
T. Wells delivered
been neduring the time I have
was abruptly
glected to instruction in sanitation for this year.
an inspirational addeess, directed
Chandler and Rev. Eugene Clark; withdrawn Saturday. .
been your pastor. I thank you for approach.
Mr.
Stamps
was
taken
not
to
methods
only
the
Saturday evening. Rev. H. F. Pasthe
to
.
the visitors but also to
evidences of your confidence
TAXES--Republicans and DemoThe body of Private Ray Atkins
times the
those people of Murray- that were
Colson urged that any rural resichall and Rev. 1. 1. Kingston
ends agreed that the community and love, for the material expres- Rivelledde hospital in Paducah for
is scheduled to arrive in New York present
of mock ortreatme
nt.
Anderso
n
was
dismisse
d dents at Calloway County contact
Columbus Adams and his wife property clause may make the dif- sions of good will, and for your
soon aboard the U. S. transport
umber taste,
He extolled the excellent sportswill conduct the song services.
ference between a successful veto sympathy arki patience in all my from the hospital after receiving him for instructioo in the latest
John L. McCailley for burial here. manship
t.ens.
first
aid
for
minor
head
lacerations. methods in rural sanitation.
displayed by the Brewers
and one that won't stick A large mistakes.
The
body
was
removed
The
from
the
instruct
or
is recovering rapteam and cited several .examples,
May I further pledge you my
majority in congress appeared deU. S military cemetery at Blosidly.
friends
report. His classes
during the recent season. He reiMr. and Mrs. Floyd Cherry and
termined to give married couples most sincere prayers that you will
ville. France.
terated the fact that all Calloway
in all states the privilege of split- be led of the Lord in selecting your have been dropped from the sched- grandchildren Sue and Jerry MadPrivate
Atkins.
son
of
Mr.
ule
and
for
the spring quarter.
County and the Purchle were soldox of Murray _spent Easter with
ting their income for tax purposes. next pastor. I trust that you
will
Mrs_ Tommy Atkins. Murray. was
idly behind the Brewers team when
their daughter Mr. and Mrs. Ira
FARM PROGRAM— The senate love him, pray for him, uphold
ST_ LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKS. •
him,
at
19
the
time
Spring
of
Clean-u
his
death,
p
Week.
July they went to Louisville
perhaps
l's
During 1947 the shipments by air Wadkins of Kirksey. Other
YARDS, March 30 (UP)—tUSDA) agricultdre committee has set April and follow his leadership as
for the
visitors
27, 1944, on a battle field in France.
he express in
tournamefir
the United States to- in the home were Mr. and Mrs. Wi- the most widely observed "week"
12 For the beginning of hearings shall come to lead the dear
—Livestock:
- -—
old talled 3,729,000,
He
was
inducte
America
in
d
Decemb
.
starts
er
today in Mur20. 19weighing ssyer 70,- ley Gupton and children Betty and
HOGS 13.500, all salable; mostly on a long-range farm progratn. First Baptist Church of Murray,
ray.eaccording to an announcement 43. at Detroit. Michigan.
10=1•=1,
75c to $1 lower. Sows 50c to 75c Chairman Arthur Capper. R. Kans., which represents so much of your 000,000 pounds, an all-time high re- Jerry- and Miss Norma Tabors and
Survivo
rs
include
by Fire C' 's, William Spencer.
his father and
cord. according to Railway Ex- Maetta Wadkins. All
lower; fairly active at decline. Bulk said representatives of the agricul- blood and tears.
spent the
There are more than 10,000 com- mother. his wife. Mrs. Ruby Atkins;
press.
good and choice 170 to 40 lbs ture department and the major
afternoon in an Easter egg hunt.
Very affectionately yours,
srtiall
a
daughte
r, Pamela. all of
munities in the country participat21 75 to 22_25; top 22.* lowest farm organizations will be heard
Braxton B. Sawyer
ing in this annual drive_ The date Murray. and a sister. Mrs
Joe
since January 7, 1947 when 22.25 the first week.
Easley
Winches
of
ter. Virginia.
varies in different parts of the
wag paid. 250 to 270 lbs 2Oto 21.25;
Private
Atkins was a member of
country, depending to a large ex270 to 300 lbs 19 to 20 25; odd lots
the Sinking Springs Baptist Churels
tent on the weather.
300 to 350 lbs 18 to 19; 130 to 150
and
the
local chapter of the W.. it.
The purpose of clean-up week is
lbs 18 50 to 21.25: 100 to 120 lbs
to give t/4 .conununity a.new look. W. Funeral services will be he'd
If
Following aro the winners in the
mostly 14.25 to 17.26; few up to
W C.'Braden. National Ifecretary
Uneliminate fire hazards and aid in al The Sinking SPrings
18. Good 250 to 450 lb sows 16 50
POULTRY: 14 trucks. Market Junior division of the District. High
der the direction of Rev. M. M. of W. 0. W.. of Omaha,.alebra..
the
ifight
against
disease.
to 17; few 17.25; over 450 lbs 16 firm
Hens 33; leghorn hehs 23; School speech tourney held at MurSheriff Wendell Patterson today Housden, Hazel;
Hampton. Burial will be in the will be present at a specialsineeting
Goble Roberts,
to 16.50; stags 13 to 15.50.
white rock springs 47; plymouth- ray State College Saturday. Senior released
Elm Grove cemetery.
at the Doodmeres Hall in Cuba
the list of veniremen se- Wadesboro: Clay Thomasson, MurCATTLE 3,800. salable 3,500; cal- rock springs 47: colored springs winners were announced yesterday. lected
The J if. rgirchill funeral home April 2.
for the April session of Cir- ray; Sherwood Potts, Brinkley;
ves 1.700, all salable Market very 48, hen turkeys 52.
will be in charge of arrangements.
cuit Court here under Circuit. Court Conn Spencer, Swann; Rice
This will a Purchase-wide meetOverslow on steers, with bids generally
-CHEESE. Twins 40 to 41; single
Junior High
Details will be announced 'it a later ing with all_ camps in this
d a
Judge Pink Curd.
area havby. Murray; Boody Russell. Murunevenly lower Common and med- daisies 42 to 42 1-2; SV•133 65 to
Interpretive Reading
date.
The list follows:
ing membsrs present There will be
say
ray: Hilton Hughes, Murray, Charium heifers and mixed yearlings ea
Prose Reading—Superior: Dorothy
Grand jury list:
a large delegation form Calloway
lie J. Williams. Swann: Raymond
no.
steady at 20 to 24; .better kinds
Butter: 582,068 pounds, market Farris, Hazel; Mary Ann Grant,
Aubrey Steely. Hazel; Roy Elli- WorkmateCounty attending the meeting.
Murray;
Lexie
Watson,
draggy.
firm
Murray
Cows
fully
93
score
steady.
Trainin
Common
88 92 score 87; 90
e: Ann Miller, Lynn son. Concord; Clarence McDanie
iht.
a
Cuba*officers and the Pilot Oak
l, Wadesboro.
The Economy Grocery has inand medium kinds largely 1750 score 86; carlots 90 score 87; 89 Grove: Stanley Petter, Brazelton,
Liberty; Huron Redden, Murray; 1 Raymond Phelps,
drill team will conduct initiation
ire,
Liberty;
Dewey
stalled
to 20: odd head good to 22.50; can- score 86.
new
open
display
Excellent—William Jeffrey. Mur- Wm. R. Furches
refrigeraceremonies.
s, Myrray; Houston Wilkinson, Liberty; Herman Ellis,
day
tion cases, according to Rudolph
ners and cutters 1350 to 17; bulls
EGGS: rBrowns and whites mix- ea)/ high. Good—Rose Riley. Benton;
Wadesboro, Huron Poyner, Hazel; Herman Darnell,
Brinkle
y;
Thurma
abut
ed)
n,
steady;
owner.
32.664 cases: market irregular. Arlyn Johnston, Princeton; Ann Haze;
The new cases
odd head good beef
ont
Everett Massey, Concord; J. O. Morris, Hazel; Will
LEGION POSTS .GROW
Washer, have mirror backs and are made of
bulls 23.50: medium to good sausage Extras 70 to 80 per cent A 45 to 46; McBride, Futrell, Trigg; Naomi
Mr.
La- Barnard Bell, Murray; Otho Far- Murray; Eugene
Gburin, Murrirrr stainless steel. One is to be used
INDIANAPOLIS • UPt—American
bulls 21 to 23: good and choice extras 60 to 70 per cent A 44 to verne Fields. Sharpe; Barbara
A special call meeting for the
Cor- ris, Hazel: R W. Blakley. Brink- 7.. C. Orr.
Swann; Glen.Venable. for vegetables and the other for Retail Merchan
Legion National Headquarters anvealers Si higher at 24 to 29; com- 45; standards 42 to 43; current re- nette, Hopkinsville; Shirley
y.
ts Association has
Ann ley: Autrey Farmer,, Murray.
Sawrui; Henry H.Lawrence, Brink- dairy products and
nounced that 59 "giant posts" were
mon and medium about steady at ceipts 41; checks 38 1-2.
:ed
Bizzell, Fulgham.
package
lard.
d
been
86t
for
Thursda
April
y.
1. at
Calvin Wilson,
Hazel: Howell ley; Ewing Givson. Hazel; Billie The
4
organized in 1947, each sof which
15 to 23
vegetabl
case
e
is
operate
Poetry
d
on
7:00
Reading
at
—Superi
pm
the
Court
or:
Zetta Tucker, Wadesboro: Grant Styles, Wells, Liberty.
House. All
y.
has 2.500 or more mebers. Post
SHEEP 2.500. salable 1.500: about
Friedrich floating air principle members of this organiza
NOTICE
Ann Yates, Murray high; Vicki Murray: Elmo
tion have No
may
Harmon, Hazel;
Toy Brandon. Hazel; Fred Wil- which involves the
1 in Omaho, Neb., retained ita
1.200 in early. Opening sales of
Due to weather conditions the d'homas, B zelton; Shirley
constant
circubeen
request
ed to attend this meetScott, Floyd Elkins, Concord; Ila Doug- son, Brinkle
title as the "world's largest Ameright
y; Stanley Walls Mur- lation of sir thus insuring
wooled lambs steady. Few good and freshman class of Kirksey High Fulgham: Janet
an even ing
Bryan. Benton. las. Murr-sy; Charlie Snow, Wadesray;
Franklin Wells, Liberty; Gus temperliiture through
can Legion Post by mustering a
choice lots 22 in 22.50; top 22 sti School has postponed their play, Excellent—Ralph Campbel
by
out the box.
The decision will be reached as to
l, Sharpe; boro;
Fred
Kirkland, Brink- Farley, Murray, Chas. Leslie
final 1947 membership of 18.811.
for deck averaging approximately "The Funny Brats." which was Marian Hine, Princeto
PittThe installation of these cases. whether the stores
n; Mary Alice ley; E. B..Rose;-Briairiey: Orfield man,
lists
will
be
closed
Concord; W. G. Jones, Mur- Thurman said, enables
100 tbs. Nothing done ar clipped scheduled for Friday night March Major. Hopkinsv
us to main- one afternoon a week during the
ille; Myrp
Joe Byrd. Murray; Widlace
Roger,. ra§: Delbert Hale, Liberty: Roy tain a
During the hatching season, wild
lambs, of which about 600 present
greater freshness of vege- summer months.
Shrader, Hazel; Robbie Joe Peck, Swann; Rob
and if so the open- turkeys make a
Dick.
Farmer, Murray; Lennis Hale. Mur- tables and to provide
Talking steady on slaughter ewes
The production
hissing sound in
will be seiven Lynn Grove, Good—Mildred Anna
a better dis- ing and closing dates. Member
The petit jury list:
s are imitation of a snake as a Protection
ray: Robt. Walker, Murray; Star- play of our
or $1 down.
Wednesday night, March 31, at 8:00. Wood, Trigg.
products to our custo- urged to attend
Carroll Lassiter, Murray; Elbert kie Thomas, Swann.
the meeting ,and against disturbers seeking
their
mers.
.
voles their opinion.
eggs.
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REV. B B. SAWYER Miss Charlene Orr A. J. COLSON
GIVES RESIGNATION Draws Straight A's RETURNS FROM
At
TO BAPTIST CHURCH Kentucky Univ. SEMINAR

ARMED FORCES
MAY DRAFT
YOUNG DOCTORS

Y WOMAN
DIES MONDAY AT
DAUGHTER'S HOME

INJURED PROF
ADMITTED TO
MURRAY HOSPITAL

Bible Institute
Planned At Mt.
Carmel Church

BODY OF PVT.
BILLY ATKINS
TO ARRIVE SOON

SPRING CLEAN-UP
WEEK STARTS °
TODAY IN MURRAY ,

LIVESTOCK

PRODUCE

•

Junior Winners

WOODMEN TO HEAR
NATIONAL OFFICER
AT CUBA MEETING

Veniremeu Named For
April Circuit Court

New Display
Cases Installed
At Grocery

Retail Merchants
To Meet Thursday
In Court House
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PAGE TWO

•

THE LEDGER- & TIMES

'

Letter To Editor

iettistaggp BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY

COnsolidatron de'The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and The
Times-Herald,aactober 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian January 17. 1941

LAST

l

W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUIP1SHER
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. GENERAL MANAGER
Published afternoons except Sunday at 1,03 North 4th St, Murray, Ky.
- _Entered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentpcky, for transinisSion as
Second Cass Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in' Murray. per /week .15c, Per
month, 65c. In Calloway and adjoining,counties. per year. $1.541., elsewhere $5.50.
•
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: :WALLACE wrrAttit CO.. 903 Sterick
Building, Memphis Tenn.: 250 Park Ave. New York; 30'1 N. Michigan
Ave, Chicago; 80 Boylston St.. Boston.

EDITORIAL_
SSOCIATION
../nsames4...

NATI

THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION

—
We reserve the right to 'reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
sf our readers.

Tuesday Afternoon, March 30, 1948

ASKS END OF UK VETO POWER —Jose Arce (right),
Argentine delegate to the united Nations anti chairman of
a Committee studying the veto question, says that the 12
"small' nations Should walk out of-the UN. 1.1111e341 the Big
Five give up !heir right nt yelp Heir. ArCe 110111erS Witt

It's How You Play The Game

t,
Sportsmanship at its best' was displayed last night
when Murray civic clubs held a banquet in honor of Coach
S delegate at Late &Irene.
Warreti Ati;ttn
.Redmen.'winners of the State Tournament.
McCoy Tarry's
During the season it was expected that people of Calloway
sCounty'would root for their owns teams and they did: But
as they were eliminated. and-a-Brewers-rostinti-l-they-entered the state tournament, Calloway county was almost sol- /VOW IS THE TIME...
idly behind them.
The dinner last night was a token of appreciation to
As OUR COUNTRY HAS GROWN AND ITS POPULATION HAS EXPANDED,
THE AXED TO PROTECT OUR DEMOCRATIC PROCESSES HAS PLACED
the Brewers team, who fought against great odds,. to capPRETIPDHSI8+LITY ON 'nee IND4VIDUAL TO EIERCISEI*S
ore the tir e They receiNed.
DiGaiT TO VOTE -AFTER CAREFULLY JUDGING THE CHARACTER
There was no envy expressed at the dinner, only 'apAND ABILITY OF ALI_ CANDIDATES AND 714E14 POSITION ON
preciation for their bringing the state title back into the
THE PUBLIC.QUESTIONS OF THE DAY.
•
•
*PurchaSe after ten years:
, We like the idea of the towns in the Purchase honor—
ing the Brewers te-an. We know that if we had a winning
team, it would be honored likewise.
It brings out the point- strongly, that the manner in •
which a team win.ris jtistras important as winning. Tarry'S
men displayed real sportsmanship throughout the season,
and it is for this, as well as.: their winning, that they are
being honored by the toNvns in the Purchase.

D MOCRACY----by Nat

Easter Egg Roll In Washington Has KidlikeHunting Eggs And Parents Hunting Kiddriat

•

fruEIEDGER'it TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

WE HAVE ALWAYS HAD THIL PRIVILEGE AND RESPONSIBILITY OF
E,_ECT/NG OUR. PRESIDENTS. TODAY, IN CERTAIN &TATES,
WE HAVE AS WELL.. A RIGHT AND OBLIGATION 'TO HELP
SELECT, AT THE PEVA4AR/ES, THE MEN WHO WILL RUN
F.Z.R THE PRESIDENCY.

CALI.

' Last call for Easter Drive for
Kentdeky "Society for Crippled
Children. We lack f7500. We will
hold
final -report until Saturdey.niaht, April 3.
Our allotment is $600.06.
We
hope that those who have neglected
si send in their donations will do
so this week, as we hate to fall
ahem We know we will still receive some but may lack some getting the needed 675.00. '
Thai campaitn comes on after twp
large wellssupporteci drives fer
worthy causes. We put this drive
'on without cost and no dedUCtions
will be made fur expenses-all
'work is dune by the chairman and
treasurer..We send into the home
office our telephone book and
they mail out to subscribers. which
'does not reach many who might
give if I had a mailing list that
had their names. However every
one has heard of the drive and can
volunteer their offering for this
worthy,
: cause. The Society cares
for crippled • children from any
cause and comes right to our county
to see after them. It is broadening
its work to help any crippled or
underprivileged children black or
white.
Please help us to .complete this
lecord end go over the top for
£600.00.
T. 0, Turner, Chairman
Miss Katie I. Martin,
Treasurer
•
"•

ay

WOODS LANDS
FRIDAY AT
ATHENS, GREECE
President Ralph H. Woods landed
Friday,, morningat the Athens airpert in Greece on a state departanient-eatesion-for the European Recuvery Plan, it was learned today
III a cablegram received by At,0.
Walther, acting president.
Dr. Woods was appointed to a
pesition on the mission to Greece
by. the U. S. Department of State
and will act as a rural training
specialist.
The president was granted a three

•
By HARMAN b. alt Nola.
United Press staff Correspondent
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'FARMING IN
WASHINGTON

.War and Peace
The program which , the Presibutaries.
dent submitted to Cohgress last
flweek stops just short of a military
The chilly weather
'showdown _between the U. S. and
Sunrise
weather forecasters predict- ees at many of the Easter
U.
S.
ntao
of
id
f
Enactment
om
tmeic
services and other special ceremonProvisis ed that temperatures will climb ies.
Rprillgomiap.t
aid, re-enactment
today
frung
unseasonable
lows
that
of Selective Service and adoption
But not at Effingham: Ill.. where
of UMT-would place the nation tin forced most Easter paraders to
hide their spring finery, under more than 400 members of the First
a partial mobilization basis.
Baptist Church wore overalls and
teavy wraps yesterday.
.Congrees is split over the speech
Gingham dresses as their Easter
Shower.:
were
forecast
for
many
with little regarefor peel haya.
outfits. The Money they saved went
eastern
localities
and
the
Ohio
Senate Foreign Relations Committo the congregation's fund for a
river
was
rising
toward
'loud
a&
tee Chairman Nandenburg and
new church.
others say that we must provide at Cincinnati as rain-swollen triThe Rev, William A. Gray, who
butaries
emptied
into
the
big
national armed security. Senttor
stream.----proposed the idea, said it netted
Taft indicates he may fight both
Many highways and roads were the church fund $51900.
the draft and UMT. while other
closed in the area.
Only 15.000 worshippers, instead
Congressional leaders exprees
more violent opposition. They fear
The Ohio was .expected to :rest of the expected 100,000, attended
the program would only lead to today at 51 feet. one fsiot over the famed pageant near Lawton.
more governmental controls-and flood stage. River experts said Cin- Okla.. of the life, death and resurwar.
cinnati was in some danger from rection of Christ.
President Truman and his family
Congress is giving attention to floods because two small stream*
Selective Service aid UMT. Differ- east and west of the eity were passed up sunrise services and attended church later in the day.
ence between the two is that, under pouring crests into the Ohio.
a draft law, men could be drafted
•
directly in the armed services. Uttder UNIT. buys about 18 to 20
PEANUT, JOHN and ARTHER
would have to undergo military
trainini, but would not be in the
armed services.
. Strike Headaches
11.1h the latest equipment for Reboring Blocks, Reconditioning
Nearly one-third of the nation's
Motors Refacing and Reseating Valves: also Honing Bushings
meat packing ptantx-are tied up by
for Pistans, Mods or anyIblirg ter-Carik- Tracks or 'Tractors. All
the current strike. An increased
Preeltion Fitted.
•
flow of livestock toaplants not affected by ivalitouts, could help to
ALL WORK,GUARANTEED
cushion the strike's impact on oversupplies However_ WashWe Appreciate Your Business
ington officials, hedging on the outlook. say that if plants still in operttion fail to increase their output.
the strikegmay cause another inflationary upswing in. meat • and
•
grain prices. Acting under Section
203 of the Taft-Hartley Act, the
President has set up a board of insuiry to report by April I on the
wage dispute between the union
and the packing industry.
The Government is prepared to
take similar action in the coal
strike, With Ifearly ilit-of the nation's 400.000 soft'coal miners out
of the pits. soft -coal production it
only a fraction of normal. The steel
industry is preparing cutback schedules, and most observers expect
cutbacks throughout other segments
of industry if steel output is curtailed. Both of these strikes provide
a major test of the Taft-Hartley
handling uHlustlial I
disputes
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The ancient Egyptians were first
rate- beauty parlor experts and
probiably originated the first "hairdo- fashions in our civilization.

Front of Mabel's Beauty Salon
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St. Louis Cardinals Have Many Old
Players Nearing End Of Trail

pick

MERCURY RISES
AFTER UNSFASONAL
COLD FOR EASTER

The Indianapolis Weather bureau
also warned that "moderate". floods
would occur during the rtext -aaur
or five days on the White and Wabash rivers, two other Ohio tri-
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Every member of the Retail Merchants Association
is,requested and urgectto attend this, meeting.
Theltesision will be made at this meeting WHETHER

to close one afternoon a week during the Summer Months
and if so, the OPENING and CLOSING dates.
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Ilan) ,..,.. seeks peace and stability most implartant
foreign policy step
for free nrell in a free world.
in American history:
- • "It fleets them by economic rather
I. Marshall made his suggestion
than military means.
at Harvard on •June 5, 1947
"It proposes to help our friends
2. British Foreign Minister Ernest
to help themselves in the pursuit of
sound and successful liberty in the Sevin and French Foreign Minister
Georges Bidault toqic the initiative
democratic pattern.
and invited Soviet Foreign Minisfed1811 MNION•
"The quest can mean as much to -ter Viacheslav M. Mototov
to Paris
CHAPTER =CV'
"On the day before the Schad- us a:: It does to them.
to consider the American offer.
uled
wedding,
phoned
she
him, told
.I TPSTAIRS, Judge Havoc led
"It aims to preserve the victory • 3 Molotov walked out of the
him
me to Catherine's r00111. someshe must see him'and made against aggression and dictatorship Paris c- onference, rejecting the idea
excuse for meeting him m which
we thought we won in World as an,. American -plan to
There, I found Catherine sob- his office. It was easy enough to
dominate
War II.,
Europe.
bing against Roger's shoulder, obtain Roger's gun.
"It.strives
tti
help
stop
Her
World
collapse
War
after
Emery's
Meyering stood beside an open
4. Bevin and Bidault decided to
window. Near Dim, on the floor, lay death was genuine, brought on by III before it starts.
go ahead without Russia. They in"It fights the ezonsimic chaos which vited all the European
•a dagger-the (Jagger,from Iny II- the tension wader which she had
countries
ebeen. She had real spells of delir- would precipitate far-flung
disinte- except Spain ito a conferem•e. All
ium. During that period, Hilda gration.
dow at something.
except Russia and her satellites atI rushed to the window. On the was with hen constantly and must
"It sustains western civilization. tended and formed
a committee of
flagstone terrace below, I saw a have learned the awful truth from
"It
means
to take Western Europe European
what she heard her mistress say
crumpled white figure.
economic
cooperation
completel
y oft the American dole (CEEC).
I turned to Judge Havoc. I could in delirium, but she was loyal. It's
even
possible
that she had already at the end of the adventure.
Dot speak.
5. The CEEC at first estimated
"It's Eva." he said quietly."Mey- suspected the truth, for she was
"It recognizes the grim truth- European needs, at
$29,000.000,000.
ering got here just in time to save closer to Eva than any one,
whether we like it or not-that Undersecretary of
State William L.
"At any rate, when Eva recov- American
Catherine from Eva's final crime.
self-interest, national Clayton persuaded CEEC to cut the
It was Catherine who screamed ered, she feared that she had said
when Eva threw herself out the damaging things in the maid's economy and national security are figure to $22,400.000,000-the figpresence. To buy Hilda's silence, inseparably linked with these ob- ure that was presented to 'the
window. .. ."
she gave her a huge sum of money. jectives ...
United States.
NOT until the next day, did I Hilda celebrated by drinking exces"It faces the naked facts of life."
Forces Set to Work
hear the whole story. Then, the sively. That sealed her doom.
•
6.. Meanwhile, in the United
'judge explained everything to me. Faithful though she was,she might
FACTS AND
States the greatest force of talent
"It's impossible to understand talk while intoxicated.
WASHINGTON (UP)- --Facts and in history was mobilized
Eva's crimes," he began."until you
by the
figures
about
the Marshall Plan:
realize her all-consuming love for "A LL this time, Eva had been
government to study the "project.
Ofifcial
Roger. No one was aware of it, but
name - European Re- President , Truman set up a
trying to throw suspicion on
nonit began when they played together some one else by pretending to covery Program (ERP).
partisan
commthee of civilians
.
as kids-when her father and his fear that she would be the next
Where did it start?-Secretary under Secretary of
Commerce W.
used to talk of making a match be- victim. She had her old enemy of State George C.
Marshall, in a Averell Harriman to advise on the
tween them. Eva began then to Meyering in mind, planning to in- speech
at
Harvard
University
limits
on,
within
which the United
think of Honer as her destiny. It sinuate the idea that he had killed
(Aral, a bitter blow to her when the Emery to keep Emery from getting June 5, 1947, suggested that the States could help Europe and in
quairel between the two fathers her money. She foresaw that he United States could help Europe re- what form; an expert committee
broke up her friendship with him. could also be suspected of killing cover if Europe itself would for- under Secretary of Interior
J. A.
"If she had been pretty and gay, Hilda for the same reason. She be- mulate a program and -prat-Use
a Krug to determine the effects of
there would have been other young gan to plant a few clues in advance maximum campaign
of
co-opera- the project on_ American national
men as she grew up, and she would for the purpose of creating the tive helf
help.
resources; and designated the Presye forgotten Roger. Instead, she impression that Hilda's murderer
What
nations
in
Europe are par- ident's council of economic advisers
Clung to he:secret love for him tin- came from outside the house.
ticipating
?
Great Britain, Eire, to determine the impact of the
• "She must have heard Nedda ask
.U1 it became an obsession.
pro"Meanwlule, there was one per- Leonard for his key to take to Dill- France, Belgium. The Netherlands, gram on domestic economy.
son whom she blamed for the es- ing as a model. She sent Hilda to Luxembourg, Denmar k, Norway,
7. The American committees all
trangement between her father get the keys, instructing her to Sweden, Iceland,
Italy, Switzer- agreed that within the range conand Roger's father-and conse- pay a waterfront drifter to go into land,
Portugal, Greece,. _Xurkey, templated the United
quently for her loss of Roger. That the store for them. Hilda blindly
States could
-Was Meyering. It was he who acted carried out orders. I spent several Austria, plus the merged Anglo- assume the burden of a vast Euas mediator in the quarrel over the hours with Dining on the wharves, American zone-of Germany and ropean recovery program.
channel contract-he who threw and he finally located the fellow the Frencn zone of Germany. Six8 The administration, under the
the contract to Roger's father. The in a pool hall. The man gave a teen nations plus Western Germany. leadership
of the State Departresult was the feud. From that description of Hilda that was unWhich countries refused to par- ment, began
last fall to formulate
time on. Eva hated him. With all mistakable.
ticipate?
Soviet
Russia, Poland, the detailed program for presentathe intensity of her emotional na"The night Jennie saw some one
Czechoslo
vakia,
Hungary, Bulgaria, tion to Congress. It finally subture, she wanted revenge on him, on the stairs was to have been
"And now, we come to the first Hilda's last night on earth. Eva Yugoslavia, Romania and Finland. mftted its report and asked for
a
of her crimes. She knew he adored waited until the house was quiet,
Which European country was not VA year program
with an estihis invalid wife, and so she culti- then slipped downstairs, put the ievited?-Franco Spain.
niated $17.000,000,000 cost. It prosated the friendship of Laura Mey- key In the front door, took a eeryHow - did ERp$6,800,000,000 to the first 15
1.
ering - with a sinister purpose. ing knife from the kitchen, and a
After Marshall's speech. the 16
That story might never have come man's overcoat from the closet.
na- months of the plan starting April
tions
met in Paris. They agreed 1, 1947, and
out if Laura's maid Lilly hadn't The coat was to hide her in case
decreasing amounts
sent for me just before dying a few she was seen. As it happened, she upon a co-operative program of each year thereafter.
days ago. She told me it was Eva was seen-by Jennie. Thwarted
self-help
and
also
agreed
9.
on
The Senate foreign relations
what
who prepared Laura's sleeping she returned to her room and con-, help they would
need from the committee,' after weeks of hearmedicine on the night of Laura's cealed the coat and knife.
Uskited States. Since then it
But
the
has ings, eliminated the $17,000,000,000,
death. She had never told any one next night, she was
successful.
been up to the United
before, because she supposed the
States to figure, leaving the over-all possible
"Despite this chain of crimes, her decide
what it will do.
overdose was a mistake and knew original objective - Roger
cost blank and approved authori- was
her testimony might ruin Eva's still as remote as ever,
Chief Developments
zation of $5,300,000.000 for the first
and
However, the knowledge had were indications that he hadthere
Following
arethe-Chief develop- 12 months.
reweighed on her conscience."
newed his engagement to Cather- ments in what_ Marshall calls the •_111... Debate in.
the Senate started
I stared at the Judge."You mean inc. By now, she had grown
fathat Eva-"
miller with murder-and her love
"Yes-she murdered Laura Mey- for Roger was destroying her. She
ering. That story convinced me had to go on.
-that Eva,whom I already suspected,
"She decided, however, that it
was responsible for our recent would be best, after disposing of
-murders. It's incredible that she Catherine, to fade out of the picshould still have believed she could ture
a while. She could cast
win Rogers love but, when he
Mityertris is the.case
came home married to Penelope. of Emery and Hilda, but not in the
nealousy drove tier to her second case of Catherine. She trusted that
murder.
Catherine's murder would eventually be listed as unsolved. Then.
41 BELIEVE she herself poisoned after having remained somewhere
a her cat, then played upon your in Canada during this
lapse of time.
sympathies to get herself into your she would return and say she had
house. On the night of your party, changed her mind about entering
• T"
she waited in her room until she a convent.
heard Penelope go downstairs,
"She laid her plans and. yesterthen went down the back way and day, phoned me that cryptic mes(Obtained the dagger . Meanwhile, sage about her father's will. This
Nedda had come down, had found was to Point the finger of susPenelope in the arbor and was [Acton directly at Meyering. Last
quarreling with her. Eva must have evening, she announced her delurked in the shrubbery until she parture for today. Then, after
saw Nedda leave and until she dinner, she again took the dagger
thought no one else was near, from the library and set out to
Then,she crept up on Penelope and commit her final crime. Fortunstabbed her in the back.
()tent. we got to the Page house in
-She thought she had been un- time to stop her. . . ."
seen, but there was one person who
That ended the judge's story, and
witnessed the murder. That person that's about all there is to tell.
was Emery. Probably, at first. he
At present. Roger and Catherine
had no intention of using his are on their honeymoon. They had
knowledge to his own advantage a church wedding, after all, and
but, subsequently, he must have all of Westgate turned out for it
suddenly seen her as the means Catherine made a bewitching bride,
whereby he could save himself from and I, sentimental idiot that
I am.
his financial predicament.
wept copiously throughou
the
"His grim courtship began. He ceremony. Dear Roger . . t
. Adorstruck a bargain with Eva-she was able Catherine. .
.
to marry him and give him control
(THE END)
,of her fortune in return for his
Silence. But she was terrified. How (The character
s in this serial are
could she be sure that, once lie got
fictitious)
the money, he would stay silent?
iCasir.. 1141. by Darby St. John,

THE

,WESTGATE MYSTERY
by

f •

THE TRACER & TIMES, MURRAY,KENTUCKY

DARBY SI JOHN Ateksi,

th
e
-Councils of Foreign Ministers in Paris, New York. Moscow
and London, and the , interAmericgn • meetings of Foreign
Ministers at Mexico City and
Rio de Janerio.
In 1946 he was awarded the
Headliner's award for "outstanding coverage" of the United
Nations in that year.

They called themselves accordingly
"constructivists."
The sculptors Naurn Gabo and
Antoine P.svsner, whose exhibition
is on view at the Museum ot Modern Art, have been prominent in
this school of art siree its inception. They have proclaimed that
space and not mass is the central
element of sculpture. The task of
the sculptor, they said is to penetrate into the - substance Of space
and to convey its elementary senNEW YORK (U.P.)-When cub- sation.
ism arrived at a point where the
The emotion of space should
artist had been given a free_hand to become
part of daily experience the
organize parts of any object inde- way
sensations of light or sound
pendently of their natural appear- belong
to it. Another of their innoance, some painters and sculptors vations
was the introduction of the
felt that the pendulum had swung time
element in sculpture. In the
far enough
present show a revolving picture
They said the trail-blazing role of mounted cn slowly rotating discs
the revolution having been accom- called "kinetic painting" is an explished, artists should turn hence- ample of how it can be done.
forth to more constructive paths.
Whether the time element in

Art in Review

•

HUB LOOKS AFTER CHINESE
BOSTON (U.P.)-This city soon
will have a special Christian center
for its 3.000 Chinese. The Rev,
Peter Y. F. Shih has been installed
as pastor of a new Chinese Christian Church of New England. Its
principal project will be to raise
funds to expand'• work among
Chinese here, especially among
young people.
READ

THE

CLASSIFIEDS

itf

Her music could wait. More thou anything else, Loris Raymond needed a
job—doing anything that would pay
her rent in the big town where nobodies became celebrities overnight.
Carey Corson, with his architecture,
was in the same boot. Day after day
he climbild the same employment
agency's steps only to hear Mr.
Murphy's mpg" "Netirlag today."
Then one day, Murphy aSnounied
"Something today — if you marry."
But would Loris be willing? A crazy
proposition — but One that might
work. . .. A sparkling romance by
Watkins E. Wright. Chapter I begins

Times

SER and FRAZER have it!
THE HIGHEST

COMPRESSION
ENGINE

lbw And Why Of
Marshall Plan

4

--Paul tfocsan3rE -

"LET'S
PRETEND"

I

:bt

sculpture is here to stay, only
future can tell. But there can be
no doubt that Cabo and Pevsrter
have succeeded in broadening and
enlivening our vision for space and
that they have exerted a strong
influence on present.day sculpture •
and architecture.

Marriage promised opportunity to these ambitious
young strangers. That's why Carey Carson said

FIGURES

Only the
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Merck 4--eeactly one month before
die 'administration's deadline-but
the House Committee still ..vas debating on it.
• R. H. SHACKFORD
By United Press
R. H. Shackford, author of the
series of dispatches on the Marshall Plan, is a United Press
writer of 13 years experience.
For the last five years he has
been the United Press' top diplomatic correspondent.
,In addition to covering the
State Deparginent as his basic
assignment, he has accompanied
the U. S. secretaries of state to
all of the major post-war international conferencessince Dumbarton Oaks in 1944. They %included the United Nations meetings at San Francisco, London,
New York and Lake Success; the
satellite peace conference in
Paris mu 1946: the meetings of

NEW POWER for '481— smooth, compact, efficient! Among
1948 full-sized, American motor cars, only the Kaiser and the
Frazer have the highest compression engine as standard equip-

WHAT ITS BACKERS SAY
sure. On the part of the United
WASHINGTON 1(W)-Here are States government.
"Any government which maneuthe 'words with .which Secretary of
State George C. Marshall first de. vers to block the recovery of other
countries cannot expect help from
lime "Marshall Platt";/
us . . . (they can expect) the oppo* . -. . The United States should
.;,
diiriiihit.--i-ver 11--ii iible To do to sition of the U. K. - " . . There must be some agreein the return of normal egoZnomic health in the world: without. $nents among the countries of Eu--e ewhich there can be no political rope as to the requirements of the
situation and the part those counaii. istability and no assured peace.
a "Our policy is directed not against tries themselv,s will talfe . .
"This is the business of Euroany country or doctrine but against
ahutiger, poverty; desperation and peans. The initiative must come
4
from Europe.
.
(iihaos.
"Pie role of this country Should
'"Its purpose should be the revival consist of
friendly aid in drafting
of a working economy In the world of a European
program and of later
so a.. to permit the emergence of support
of such a program as it may
- ;political and social conditions in be
practical for us to do BO.
which free institutions can exist.
"The program should be a joint
• "Such assistance . . . must not be one. agreed
to by a number, if not
.O a piecemeal basis as various all European
nations."
crises develop.
•
.
"Any assistance that this governVANDENBERG'S ANALYSIS
frit may render in the future
Here are the purposes of the Marould provide a cure rather than a shall Plan as conceived by Senate
ere palliative.
President Arthur H. VandenbPrg,
Any government that is willing R., Mich., after two months of heara
1,41c, assist in the task of recovery ings:
'ill find full co-operation, I am
"This legislation (the Marshall
-

ment. There's less waste and more wallop in every drop of
gasoline you buy. You get maximum fuel efficiency — a combination of performance and economy that is brand-new to
'motoring. This is another achievement of experienced young
men who are injecting new ideas into an old industry!

e
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,assist
4
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MORE MILES
MORE POWER
In every drop of gasolIn• you
buy for a Kaiser or a Frazer

1948 models on display—at nd increase in price. Insist that we let
you drive one!

Ashcraft Motors
.4

South Fifth St. Murray, Ky.
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To Das/wood
Lovett At Double Ring_Ce_rernony.Situr_clay_

lied
l
Miss Freda Robertson bu

Women's Page

Club News

Activities

Locals

In a double ring ceremony at 2
o'clock in the afternoon on Saturday, March 28. Miss Preda Robertson only daughter of Mn. Y. E.
Williams of Murray, became the
bride of Deerwood Lovett, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Phearstat Lovett, also
of Murray. The Rev, L. W. Young,
read the double ring cerem
his home in Corinth, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby •Lee Puckett
were the only attendants.
The bride wore a powder blue
gabardine suit, with navy accessories, and a corsage of red roses.
Mrs. Puckett wore a grey suit
with black accessories, and a cur-

Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Editor — PHONE 374-M

Entertain Friday
'
Mr. and Mrs. John Ryan
s Club House
'
With Dinner-Dance At Woman
Complimenting their son, Jean ' games on the main floor. and danc,
Lowe Ryan. and his bride, the form- j in in the dining room. Suitable
er Miss Giennalou Frank. Bloom. to the occasion was the overtire
ington. Ind.. Attorney and Mrt.. erchestra number, "I'll Daiwa At
John G. .Ryan entertained with a I Your Wedding'. Mr. and Mrs. Jean
dinner-dance at the Club Hoye& 1 Ryan. both graceful dancers. acFriday night. Marah 26 from 6:30 cepted this as their special number
to 11:30- The honored guests were and formality opened the dance.
AnAther special-.number played
•
married December' 31. 1947.
This occasion mark.ed the high by the- onhenra was a medley of
peirrentrametal events in Murray, it sweetheart waltzes •dedicated
being one of the prettiest and 'ster- the groom s father. He danced this
nest pants s the town has enjoyed. number with. the bride's mother.
There was not-a dull moment for
The guest list included approxi650 guests. The
mately 650 close friends of the faint- the approximately
occasion was one of good fellowship
la
and happiness fram the beginning
The Club House was unusually until the closing strains or the
pretty, the main floor being decora- orchestra's -Goodnight Sweetheart"
ted in green and white with a mag- faded away into the hum of SBest
nolia wishing tree claiming the Wishes and a Pleasant Good Night"
central interest. large - arrange- a Oie of town
-gueets were: Mr.
'
rnents of green and white bouquets arid Mrs Glenn C. Frank. Miss
were
vases
vaute
se•ittered
in tall
Suzan Frank. Bedford, Ind.. MISS
„about the spacious room.
Martha Stuckey, Mishae-aka. Ind..
Guests were introduced to the Mr: and Mrs. W. H. Stuckey Bloomreceiving line that stood near the ington, Ind.
beautifully appointed fireplace. InMrs. an E. Paulsen, Mrs. Mabel
eluded in this tine were Mr. and Blanchard. Union City, Tenn.. Mrs.
Mrs John Ryan, Mr. and Mrs. Elizabeth Hatchett. R F. Smith,
Jean Lowe Ryan. the bride's Par- 1 McKenzie, Tinn. Miss Marion
ents and sister. Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Sharberough. Chicago, IlL, Clifford
C. Frank and Miss SusanasFrank. Coward. Champaigne. Illi, Mr. and
Bedford. Ind. and Mesas. Frank Mrs. Edward Griftin.__Louisville..
Adams and Clifford Coward.
Mrs. C. H. McClain. Louisville. Mr.
Wore • a
char- and Mrs. James W. Ellison. NashMrs. Ryan
treuse flnar length; crepe model. villa. Tenn.. Kr. and Mrs. J. W.
The. younger-Mrs. Ryan. a •striking Robinson. Memphis. Tenn.. Mr. arid
brunette.- wore a rose slenderizing Mrs. Loren
Adams, Mayfield,
formal.* Mrs. Frank was attractive Thomas Walker. Brownsville, Tenn.,
at 'a delicate'. •pink floor-Length Vernon Bounce Nashville, Tenn.,
dress. and 'Hiss Frank wore a Isar- Miss Barbara Polk. Paducah. and
mortising blue marquisette. Mrs Miss Louise Graves, Bardwell.
Jean Ryan wore a shoulder corsage I These against* Kr. aid KM
of white spray orchids: Mrs John' Ryan in entertaining *ere- Messrs.
Ryan and Mrs Frank wore Euchar- Robert Shanklin, Bill Garrett. Frank
ist lilies. and Nine Frank a white , Adams. Clifford Coward. Torn

I.
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CHAPTER I
THE spring sunshine poured
down On SlXth Avenue. It
even dared tO poke inquisitive
lingers into the offices Of the
many employment agenelee
that lined the etreet.
It also managed to brighten the
first few steps of the flight of stairs
leading up to The Pinnacle Agencs
But it failed utterly to brighten the
heart and thoughts of Loris Raymond as'the slowly moved up the
stairs.
Slum. lovely, but completely dig"ii I arts began counting the
steps. Not that she didn't already
kneas ust• now many there were
She did knave There were eighteen
of them—eighteen weary steps up
to hopes of a job. She had known
how mans there were from the first
day she had come to the agency
for she had counted them in an
effort to keep from thinking about
her plans and dreams that had
somehow gone astray, like a kite

is different." Carey had said
Carey Carson wanting to be an
architect, and she wanting to make "And so s the girl who owns it'
two
the
and
pianist,
a success\as a
"You probably say that to all Use
of them Meeting in a place like this' girls." she had retorted, trying to
sound flippant and unimpressed
HE did not encourage the woman
to talk further. She didn't feel IT was comforting to have a frleno
like earrsing on a conversation
like Carey when vou were alone
She felt a bit headachy, probably in New Yeek—when you were na
from Ttot having eaten properly tor alone in OW world for that matter
several days. Also, she wanted to And she certainly was alone and
relax for a few minutes. sort of get compietele on her own - since net
a good hold on her courage before grandmother had died
having a showdown with Mr
She had hoped and prayed that
Murphy. She would need every
a good job
vestige of her courage to face hirer Carey would soon find architects
an
and tell nim all that was boiling even if it wasn't in
young
aneut in her troubled mind—how office. It was hard On out
of
women
she couldn't pay rent and eat on women, too—young
bad
too
if
got
work.
things
Only,
promises. how she simply had to
South and
have something to do. no matter she could go back down
gise piano lessons.
What.
Anyway, the woman there beShe closed her eyea, and restea
her head- against the wall. Then side her had AIM that Carey was
instead of thinking about what she in Mr Murphy's private office. That
was going to say to the manager of ought to mean something encourthe agency, she found her thoughts aging 0 n 1 y. she hoped Carey
centering around Ckrey Carson ienuldn't be sent to a job out of the
"Such a nice young man." Yes, the city. She would miss him terribly

S

_4sidrara., Marss,ttiasiamileb-

Tre guests. enjoying Billie Cross- Irison. Babe Crosswy and his orwy's orchestra and Mrs. .plendell ; anima;
Reaves marimba selections. wrote . .Messrs. and Meidinnes E. J. Beale.
wishes for happiness to the honored George Hare Elliott Wear. Max
couple. These 'Reties were placed oil Hurt.. John Rowlett, G B Sc..stt.
magnolia blossoms that were later Harry Sledd. Vernon Stubblefield
eatin4 an he happiness tree The Jr.. H. T. Waldrop, Frank A. Stubcocktail table covered with white ; bleheid. - C. L. Stuirborough. Fred
satin arid Let. appointed with silver Gurgles. Marvin
Weather
and
—and stall:A. a hit, 'rape's and a daughteeS—Ilifiit7"Arin, W-ayfairs Raypeens flaa
arrarieement aas
burn, Wells Overbey, Nat Ryan •
gathering -place fur the friends Hughes. Ray Teton. II S.
Diuguid•
•
i
•
-Lortes Ada.
bone te the dining room.
_Walter Miller. Maynard Ragsdale
svd.r. colorfully
Frazee. Marvin Fulton, E. L
decorated in a scheme of Pink- Noel, W J Gibson, Wesley Waldrop. •
White. and .green, The long banquet, F. H. Graham. N. P. Hutson, C. S.
table, arranged buffet Style, was Lowry. M G Carmen. Joseph Cate
covered-in a pastel Lank damask ran; Edward Griffin, Rob Hum:
.
Re rushed over to her. "Caste outsidi—quielc!" he said breathlevoy.
cloth. The centerpiece.. was an ac- ' Mesdames Myrtle Wall Warren
cent arrangement of pink tulip Swann. W. H. Mason, C. C. Farmer.
has broken its string and Ione woman was right. Carey was a nice New York would be a tragicallymagnolias. Tall pynk and greett-ta- Johnny Parker. Herbert, Dunn, that
young man. And he had ceriamiy lonely place without Carey in It
soaring off into space .
pers burned in beautiful holders ciri Rudy Tyree. V. E. WindseraGhndei
Not that she was in love with.
brightened many of the hours she
-- Finally, she said -E:ghteen"
here during the past two him or anything like that. Certaineach end of the table.
Reaves,.
under her breath, and stepped itt had spent
ly notl 8 h e didn't suppose she
Small tables set fur four were
Misses Fay Nell Anderson..Marion the upper hall. Wondering if she montns.
At first. they had talked ca- ually. would ever really care for anothei
covered in the same delicate pink Treon. Lottye Suiter, Evelyn Linn, looked as forlorn as she felt, she
they Met again at tbe man, not' after the way Ralph
took out a small mirror ind eyed but as they had become more Burch had treated her back home—
cloths, and -held matchang shades of and Velma Tyree.
agency.
her reflection. She ;might' look
a
crystal The mania included an aswasn't long before Loris making fun of her destre to nave
It
sericus
worse, she decided ---and she cersortmtnt of delicious foods that
Mr :led-lairs. R. M. Lamb hays tainly Could look a lit better, She knew about Carey's bright and a try at New York saytng downwere served from attractive plattem returned to their home in Murray eherrad the mirror back into her youthful no pea ofabecoming an right nasty things to her. No the
architect—hasses that had g me as was through with men so far as
and casseroles. These dilates, were following a five weeks vacatiors in
bag, took a long breath. and pushed
astray as her own. She had love was concerned. Prom now on
prepared by special recipes of' the Meean
caw n the door of the ager.cy's shab- far
talked about herself, too—of het t h ey might be her friend's, but
by waiting room.
• e
hostess The dessert, an artistically
dreams of becoming a successful nothing more Front now on—
The usual ecaple were there site pianist. making a name for herself
desorated cake and ice. repeated the
Mrs Clete Hester spent Easter In
The door maker "Prirate" sudcolor scheme o fthe party.
Oak Rid. Tenn.. with her soh. noted--people who came day ate, in radio—of how she had drawn denly opened and Carey came
day. week after week. bringing wit r out al: of ber money from the barging ran. He looked around, saw
The teen!. rear.aineei for the Renert Iliatrr- and farrnr
he In their eathene mopes. Al home-town bent and come to Now Loris. and rushed over to her.
there—Mary one el them: old and York
"Come outaide—glilek!" he said
acuee, and in between Even tin
..Gosh. you peter kid!" Carry said breathlessly.
overly painted. ornately dressed sympathetically.
Before she could protest Iamb
woman who thetnrin she might
"Careful"' etre had warned, with found herself whisked out into the
in
not
But
governess..
-a
as
work
a laugh. "You'll have me bursting hall
these teir ib 1 e clothes. Loris into tears."
- What on earth:a happened?"
- t hough I. -and with that awful
"Well. for Pett's sake, don't do she gasped.
ONE YEAR WRITTEN GUARANTEE
Make-up
that! I never know what to do
"Will you marry me?" said
- The woman smiled brightly "It when a girl weeps"
Carey.
looks like your boy friend is about
He had also kidded her about
"You're crazy! Stark -- raving
announced
sh.e
job."
get a
her unusual n a in e. You mean
ennebut
Loh
really
L.or" sat down beside her. "My
is
your name
- Carey laughed "I know I sound
end?"
boy
laody dropped an 'r' while yeti were that way, but let's go eat, Ill buy
• "Yes." that soung Mr Carson twine christened "
your lunch, and explain .."
— No," she had told him -My
yriu'ye tailed to so Much Mr
• Murphy called him into his4Pt1tate grandmother, who'named me add
(To be continued)
me, was tired of so many
rennin
Such
in.
came
you
office Just before
a nice young man. He wants to be Ruths. Ionises. Rusans and !Marys (The 'characters in this serial are
- fictitious)
She wanted to give me a different
an architect doesn't he?"
e.neright, ifall sir Arrad:s Rowe inc
e'"AMC
"Yes." said Lonsy.
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PRESS PHOTOGS' QUEEN
—The Queen of -the New York Press Photographers''
Ball and ladies in waiting
pop through an apprbpriate
setting of newspapers. The
Queen is 19-year-old Karen
Lewis (center), of WilkesBarre, Pa. Her aides are
Arlene Anaerson (top), of
Fostoria. Ohio, and Ronan
York. of Brooklyn. N Y The
ball will be held April 9 at
Waldorf-Astoria. New York.

Lt. Col. and Mrs. Martin Wehling
Mrs. Marion Yates
and children. • Rickey and Billy,
have recently returned from GerEntertains With
many where they have been sta.,
Birthday Dinner
honed the past four years with She
military government. Mrs. WeltMrs: Marion Todd Yates, the for- ling joined her husband there two.
-Prances Gatlin, entertained in'years ago and'their youngest child,'
her home on Friday nignt, March Billy, was born in Germany. They
Se, with a surprise birthday dinner are at present visiting Mrs. WehD.
ling's parents, Prof. and Mrs.
party for her husband.
Mellep ,and will later go to York,
The rooms were colorfully decoPenn.. where Lt. Col. Wehling will
rated with spring flowers tvhich be stationed.
• ••
•
carried' out the color scheme of
yellow and green. The table had an
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Holton have
atractive centerpiece composed of as their guests, Mrs. Holton's mothianquils and 'magnolia leaves flank- er. Mrs. James W. Ingram. N. Louie,'
ed by tall tapers at each end of the and her sister-in-law, Mrs. Simi
table.
P. Ingram from Ireland. Mr. and
The delicious dinner was served Mrs. Ingram returned from Ireland
buffet style to the 12 guests. The six weeke_ege and will make, their
meal was'climaxed by the- cutting home in New Haven. Conn.
i.e
ef the beautiful tiered birthday
cake.
Mi. and Mrs. W. L. Brudson. Sr.,
Ater the dinner, the following Memphis, and MS. W. J,' Freund
participated in the game.; of Tekarkena. Ark.-ahavei been rt7
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Todd, Mr. and cent guests of the Boyd Wear famMrs. Sammy Junes, Mr. and Mrs. ily. Miss Reubie Wear; who spa*
Bradley Patrick, Mr. and Mrs. Eu- the winter in the Brunson home,
gene Harrod, Mr. and Mrs.' Carl returned to ..-Murray.. with them.
Mrs. W. E King also -aceompertiett
ai guess.
them, and remained for a longer
••
visit with the Wears'.

• LOCALS

Mrs. Frank Holcomb and daughter Mary Frank are at present vacationing in Fort Myers and other
beautiful points in Florida. Mr.
Holcomb flew to Tampa Sunday
where he was to meet them and
return to Murray with them the
Alpha Department
latter part of this week.
s Club
'
Of Woman
Misses Sue and Elizabeth Upchurch who are teaching in IllinHas Luncheon
ois. spent the Easter holidays with
The Alpha Department-—of—the them parents, Mr and Mrs. George
Woman's Club met at 12:30 Satur- Upchurch.
day at the Club House for a luncheon meeting.
Weihing. Program
Miss Ella

WITH

$1850
GREAT ,OR

.
Goi4mit

Rugs. Floors, Mattresses, Upholstery, Blankets, Mouldings,
Radiators, etc.
81111411

•

ACE VACUUM STORES,

I
•

.i(04 WALNUT ST., LOUISVILLE, KY.

•
• Gentlemen:- I would like a Free Home Demonstration
of a beautiful REBUILT ELECTROLUX complete with
II ,
7 ATTACHMENTS for $18.50.
•
II RAM

▪ Amman
•
▪ CITY
•

STAT1
A

Cu

Eseiseasirenesagnesewansennuosies

speaker. Miss Alice Siockell from
the Mills Book Store in Nashville.
Miss Stockell's eery interesting subject was "Treads in Literature."
Mrs. Ray Treon. chairman. presided over the business meeting.
tors were Mrs. Glenn, C. Frank,
Mrs. Ralph Woods and Mrs. J.. G.
weihing.
•• •

•

• .4
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•••
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Walton.
Miss Jackie Jeanne
daughter of Mrs. Catus Perdue. was
rreaired to David A. Myers son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robbie) Myers. on Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
True ceremony took place at the
hnme of Rev. J. T. Thurman -with
home of Rev. J. 14. Thurman, with
nage -vow's.
The couple will reside near Murray.
• ••

Red

Mu

Miss Lulq Holland is visiting Mr
and Mrs B. D. Faught and son in
Little Rock, Ark.
••
•
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Come in ohd see it today! This great new Prestehne
is Americas finest Electric Range. Two Big Ovens give
you greater capacity—you con prepare on entire
big meal—main dish to dessert—at one time!
Choice of Four Top Arrangements—tailor-mode to
your needs. Including Presteline's IttedUliv• Safety
Top—protects tiny tots from burns.
The Presteline Wel-Cii-M-Up—with built-in Pressure

•

Cooker-Deepwell. Gives you 'on automatic fourth
surface unit.
Built-In 6.Qt. Pressure Cooker-Ditepwel/ —Prepares
complete meals in a jiffy. Changes in an instant for
pressure or well cookery.
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Nod. by Proesod Stool
Cor Co., Inc., Prod.,•rs of fin• St.4•1
product' since 1899
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Is Married To David

Thursday, Apeil, 1
• The Garden Deparliment will
meet at 2 III at the Club House.
Tuesday. April 6
The general meeting of the
Mrs. Thomas Mureway. Highland W.S C S will be held ilt the First
Is Married
Miss Martha Louise- Killebrew
.
letcollielat Church at 7:3flt rgirete. I
1 Park
se charge of the program.
To Brown E. Osborne At Mt. Carmel Church
Mr. end Mrs. Osborne. left im- wit ;
• • •
mediately
for
a wedding trip to
_ Zn. a beautiful rieethie -ruag- canani - The Gride's wedding dress Was of
Mammoth
Cave and other places • f
ninny at the Mt. Carmel Methodist powder blue crepe with navy.. seChurch. Mies Martha Louise Killen • ceswiries Her bouquet was of red interest in Kentucky.
They have returned to Dee
brew. daughter J Mr and - , Mrs and white roses
Tar Killebrew of Kirksey. and- far- • The bridesmaid wore a grey crepe where they will make their home
meriy of Detroit was married ,to dress with black Receive-ie. ; Her
March 31. Wednesday Chepe 1—
Mr. 13-rewn r Osborne, Son of Mr. bouquet was of red roses and white
Play. "The Dear Departed."
-•
and Mrs. Everett Orborne of High- glads
April 1, Thursday—Training school
•
land Park. Mich.
The bilinear mother chose dusty Garden Department
- plea—time chape1.7:30
The vows were solemnized at 71111. erne for her dress with navy and Of-Wornan s Club
Aprlt
play—little chape1.7:30
o'clock Saturday evening.. March - white. while the groom's rnothef
Each To Meet Thursday
April h. Saturday—High school.
20. by ,Bro I.. H. Pogue. minister ware light blue with black
wore a corsage.of white carnations.
play-day sponsored by W.A.A.
Church of Christ.
The Garden Department of the April 6. Tuesday—S.A.I. and Phi
The altar was decorated With a _. Ushers were James Vaughn Ed.
Woman's Club will meet at 2:30 at
Mu Alpha eoncert—Recital hall
galaxy of 'if daffodils in lovely ar- wards and] Paul Blankenship.
After the wedding a reception the Club House, Thursday.
April 7, Widnesday—Chapel
rangernept with tiers rif 12 candles
The program will be on rose cut- April R. Thursday--Senior recital,to calif a glow upon the exquisite was held in the basement roomsof
the church The bride's table was ting. Roll call will be answered by
8:13 in recitalhall
setting
Dr. D. F. Fleming. Vanderbilt
While the guests assembled sett beautifully decorated with spring each member naming her favorite
,professor will speak to I.R.C.
music'way played be Mr*. Cloys, -flowers. There was .a four-tiered -sow Speakers will. bse Mead:Imes
Carney Hendon and—Willie Linn,
at 7:00 pm., college auditorium
Lave wedding cake
pianist. Joe Pat James sang
District F.F.A. Field day-9:00Mrs Laicy Youngblood. aunt of their respective subjects being "If
You Truly.". Following this. Miss
3:00
the bride. and Mas.. Jagirs Gray YoteCould Just Have.12 Rases" and
Starain Fiske sang -Because"
Ti', the old refrain "Here Comes presided at the punch hoick, assist- "Rose Gardens Can Re Beautiful April O. Friday—Campus Religious
"
council
Even Out of
tie Bride" Miss Killebrew march- 'eel by Mrs. Genrge Marine.
ed down the .eisle with her father . Out of town guests were Mrs'" Hostesses will be Mesdames A. April le. Saturday—Campus Religious council
Everett Osborne and daughter. Carman, Gatlin Claiton, A. C. Farwho gage her in marriage.
ReligiMr. arid Mrs Thomas Moreway, Phyllis. of Highland Park, Miss Re- mer. H. B. Bailey,.C. A!Hale, B. J. April II. Sunday"-Campus
ous maned
Gingles.
who acted as best man and brides- becca Conner. * Miss Linda Conner. Hoffman arid Fred
•• •
Aprll 14, Wednesday—Spring sacsmaid, *Mod with them as the mar- Mr. Louie Boyd of Sedalia Mr. and
tin starts at close of the day's
Starting salaries for cellege gradriage vows were exchanged. rid- . Mrs. Husteen Williams and Johnny
alaSses.
lowing the ceremony Miss 'nate of Paducah. Mr and Mrs Lennis uates have eioubled since 1939. life
April 15. Monday—Classes resume.
Fiske fie Mayfield.. and Mr. 'and 4 insurance Survey shows.
sang •'The Lord's -Prayer." .

:•••••••••••
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ATTACHMENTS

GIRL SCOUTS 011OW THEIR
OWN F000
Many of the million' and a quarter
Girl Scouts of the United States
will take part in their organization's 1448 agricultural program
planned to help relieve world-wide
food shortages. Those Girl Scouts
who have access ti garden plots are
asked to grow the amount of garden
stuff the average teen ager eats in
12 months.

r--

introduced

REBUILT BY ACE EXPERTS

COMPLETE

sage of gaidenias.
Po/lowing the ceremony, the newly weds were4honored with e supper at the bride's home in Murray.
The bride's table was covered with
a lace cloth. The four-tiered wedding cake was topped with a miniature bride and groom.
Those present at the supper were
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lee Puckett.
Mr.,and Mrs. Ralph Robertson and
Steve. Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Hale,
Geeirgia and Gene Hale, Mr. and
Mrs. Woodard Clark, and Mr. and
Mrs. Y. E. Williams.
Both Mr and Mrs Lovett are,
graduates of Almu High School in
the class of '47.
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and Save Money

r•

COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION.
,-Any type for any purpose. Seel
our line before you make a purBALDWIN
built
ACROSONIC chase. Special discount on homed WE SERVICE
ALL MAKES radios,
SPINETS. 'Seven different styles freezers-Barnett & Kerley. Phone washing machines,
small applianto choose from. Priced from $675.00. 135.
Al3c
Fes. Call 56-Johnson Appliance
Lester Betsy Ross Spinets
at
Co., your Frigidaire dealer.. A6c
$495.00-Teezle Piano Sales, 323 S. UNLOADING SALE-Mercury' tri'Rh. Mayfield. Southwestern Ken- cycles, 12.-48.35, 16--$9.35, 20" ROWLA
ND Refrigeration Sertucky'a largest exclusive piano dis- $10.35. Radio Flyer wagons, regu- vice. All makes.
Money back guarlar $10.95-$7.95-Bilbrey's Car
tributor.,
A3c
antee. 12 years expenence. Phone
Supply
Home
and
.
A8c
993
4.
A7c
PULLORUM
PASSED CHICKS
that will live and grow fast. U. S. PASTRIES and TEA ROLLS, spec- ELECTRIC WIRING and SERVICE,
Approved. Different breeds. Hat- ial orders on pies-Ward-Outland A.B.C., Washers, A.B. apartment
ching days, Mondays and Thurs- Bakery. Phone 8.50.
me electric ranges, electric irons, and
days. Book your order early to
small appliances-Jones Electric
avoid disappointment. Heavy cock- STILL FURNISHING CALLOWAY Shop, Lynn Grove,
Ky.; Boyd
County
as
described
below:
Rough Jones, owner.
erals available. Murray HatchA6p
Lumber-P
oplar
and
oak.
All
ery.
A20c
lengths. Uniform
wiiths
and IOB WELDING, farm equipment,
See
Ii FOR SALE-Thor wringer type thickness. Accurately sawn
and machine welding. Boat trailwashing machines, $134.95. Thor John A. Nance, Nance Bros., New ers made-Murray Machine and
Concord,
Ky.
automagic. $199.50, dish washer
A9p Tool Co. Phone 33&
A8c
•
unit for Automagic, ;69.50-BarKIRBY
VACUUM
CLEANERS- MATTRESSES Innerspring and cotnett & Kerley, next to Bank of
Sales and Service. If it's Kirby, ton. All kind of mattress work by
Murray.
•
It's the Best. Mine. 1120-J. 708 the old established mattress man.
_ •/
in.
PIANOS, New Starr Spinet wi
A8 Pick up and del. Work guranteed
Paris Mattress Company - A. M.
• bnch $499 used pianos guaranteed
as4ow as 8135 and up, tree deliv- MILLER TIRE SPECIAL-800x16-- Bell, Paris, Tenn.
Al6c
ery any where. Harry Edwards $12.39 exchange. Guaranteed good
808 South 5th Street. Phone as money will buy. Other sizes. HOUSEHOLD and COMMERCIAL
4431, Paducah, Ky.
A2.2c refrigeration. Sales trod service.
A5c Cable Motor Co.. .
Phone 1087. 100 N. 4th St.
SILEX and CORY Glass Coffee FOR SALE: Nice used Mohair Sofa West Kentucky Electric Co. Mk
Maker Repair Parts. We have a Maim bat Good condition. Phone WE SPECIALI
ZE in' COUNTRY
Mar3Op
eomplete line of these repair parts. 329-W.
HAM, steaks, chops and
plate
-Douglass Hardware Co. • AIE
FOR SALE: One 7-yr.-old bay sad- lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
tf
dle mare, saddle and bridle; Sor- Rudy's Restaurant •

nd
rnnit

tett
ger

For Sale

Flying ants may be termites
possibly in your home. A FREE
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate.information on
the extent of termite damage in
your property. Don't delay, call
today!

ZR-

am
ide
puts

are
deli
;in

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262
Aedsedeed

Repr,..,,t.tomt oe.

• '''' -'010rValliirTetini4itz Corp.
CE I

•

Aigavertiaed hi"Ike

Pair

HEATING

GUTTERING
SKY LIGHTS
OIL BURNERS
COOLING

Call 661
675- Maple Street

Red Blood Cells
Must Be Kept Up
If You Want To
Feel Alive

spection. All work guaranteed.
Reasonable
prices.
References
furnished. Frank McKiney, P. 0.
Box.471, Matfield, Ky.
A2Ip
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DOWN
1--Chrennitzm
1-Artificial language
3-Bortns tool
4-D4splay sign
5-Horse poems
8-Toward top
7-Sun god
5-To annoy
9-Goddess of
discord
10-Wash
11-Flights alone
13-Minds
111-Short Jacket
19-Wood bird
31-Winged
32-Metric measure
25-At no time
37-Eats
36-Station
32-Greek theater
34-Jules Verne hero
36-Franco s country
37-To fl,lly
311-To talk wildly
40-Drcorator
41-Part of flower
44-Nostrils
47-Too
49-Path
13-Our countryi
14-Beast's stomach
it-Biblical land

'mho. 1,4••.

ies.
stands to reason
must' be a
little smarter about hOw to play I
the outfield in the major leagues,"
he explained. -And then. too. I'm
a bttle heavier and feel much
stronger."
The opinion on Inc bait club is
that Sam. who looks older than. his
25 years, should- have a bang-up
season-- As --a-400---rookie.302 and proved that he could 'held

with the best of them, Maybe that's because Mele is

1581511

a2.

issor.)

from a baseball family. He is a
nephew of Tony Cuccinello and
didn't need long to prove that he,
too, had plenty of talent.
;.' For Sam's chief forte when he
attended New York University was
Itisketball. But finally he felt the
basetNIn urge and progressed from
pickup ball to two years 4.,n the college nine. He left school to enter
service and returning in 1946 was

picked up immediately by -the Red
Sox.
One season wish Scranton. Pa., in
the Eastern League was all the
preparation - he needed Ls he hit a_
neat .342- aia earned a shot at the
big time. They haven't
able
to keep him off the team since and
-his prospects look brighter all the

MOST VALUABLE-Alex Groza (center) of Kentucky, the
winner of the N.C.A.A. most Valuable Player Award, has the
medal pinned on him by Kenneth L Wilson, SecretaryTreasurer of the N.C.A.A.. after Kentucky downed Baylor
in the basketball tourney final in New Yorks At left is
Kentucky coach Adolph Rupp.

time But the rangy young man hasn't
let it increase his hat size and he's

HYBRID POPCORN SEED

taking advantage of all the knowledge of his outfield compatriot; the
little professor. The, tutoring is'
pretty good, too, but the apt pupil
doesn't let it stop here.
He's, iIifitaggio's faithful shadow,
We are now selling Hybrid Popcorn
so welt by all the Dadaggios.
and the two ol them will be very
-I'm afraid sometimes /Juni gets important sideSeed.
tir-sIde-its the. Red
tired of my questions." Mete grin- Sox try
to put the rest of the league
ned shyly today as he tossed the in the
shade this year.
ball beck and forth with his idol.
WOULD SUGGEST
THAT
YOU
"I realize I must be a pain in the
BUY
EARL
Y
ONE
as
the
supply
MILLION GARMENTS
is SHORT
neck."
"Make Warm Friends-Fill a Girl
"But D•an just tells me to kcal,
this
year.
Scout
Clothing Kit Today- is the
asking. svhenever I have ataxthirn,
on my mind, and I do." he added. slogan of the Girl Scout Clothes for
"He certainly has helped me Ire- Friendship projest which will keep
Have good supiilioffun'
k s G Hybrid
mendously. I've still got an analul them busy throughout 1948. ObSeed Corn at present.
lot to learn but Dom keeps giving jective is to make and mend 10,000
me a lift with tips on hitting, field- children's wardrobes each containing. Which. base to throw to and all ing ten g.'rments, to be sent to
net.dy
youngsters sibr
-Oiid by
'We:haves car.ofiGARO
that,,'!' American Friends Services. CornDespite his protestations about_ maim
es.
having so much to learn yet. Sam
is looking forward to an even better
PARKER
.
year than he enjoyed- when be
Feed costs cut about 40 per cent
broke in last season and became from the incotne on
livestock and
one of the year's outstanding rook- livestock products.
4141.
ft-Pronoun

Today's Sports Parade

hustling. _young than who
11 professes_ amazement at his
"luck" in reaching the big time so
swiftly.
Mele credits most of his success
to the bespectacled Dom and the
way he profusely passes out the
baseball wisdom which he has done

Wanted
IF YOU WANT TO BUY OR SELL
city or farm property see Roy WANTED- Someone
to work on
Hurt. I have' desirable property farm on half share
basis. Team and

SEED COMPANY

vma,

NANCY

Ingenious Ingenuity

M30p tools furnished. Plenty of corn
DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction acreage. 2 1-2 acre tobacco base.
Sale every Saturaay beginning at ' See Glinde14. Reaves, 311 N. Igth
M31 p
10:30, rain .or shine. $2.00 if they St. Phone 440-R.
don't sell, $1000 if they do sell WANTED
-Good used baby buggy.
'Anybody can sell . .. anybody can
-Mrs. J. B. Watson, 1803 Hamilbuy-Main Street Car Exchange
ton. Phone 654-J.
A Ic
and Auction,.Co, Hopkuisville
Ky.
tt

By Ernie Bushmiller

HAVE YOU
G-OT A
TOOTHACHE

YEP

IF ANYONE ASKS
THAT SILLY
QUESTION AGAIN,
I'LL SCREAM

TOOTHACHE, ,'
NANCY ,
???

OH,
-, PLAYING
`c THE P
AART

RABIT- scHOOL._

Mayfield, Ky.

A3c

41
11

honor ,of being listed -as the gengraphr•al center of the world.

ABBIE an' SLATS

The U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey sar; that a vast project to
measure the size and shape of the
Finder please return to Ledger &
earth will start from the small
Times office.
11431 marker on the
Meade ranch near

Something in the Wind?

By Raeburn Van Buren

HMMM- THAT'S STRANGE-- NOT ABOUT SLATS
AHEM
CHARLIE AND ME
AND ME GETTING
HAVE BEEN TALKING
MARRIED TO
ABOUT GETTING
EACH OTHER,YOU UN MARRIED.
DERSTAND,SUE. BUT
U5 GETTIN'MARRIED
TO YOU-THAT 15,TO
YOU AND

Osborne
Most of -.the earth's 57.500.000
square mile; of land have been
_linked_ together with 41,naLisiork of
triangles pointed directly to WA
marker which is the geodetic cantry or North America.

,

For years the marker has been
the starting point of all surveys in
the natton.

CHARLIE ISN'T MAKING
ENOUGH OUT OF MACKEREL
TO GET MARRIED,. AND IT WILL
BE YEARS BEFORE I WILL GET
HIGH ENOUGH UP
IN THE CANNER"‘N ,
1E5 TO HAVE
THE KIND OF
A HOME VVE
1)
WANT, BECKY
Nsi-N ..••••

RECEIPT IS REQUIRED

LEDGER & TIMES

064

pi :44

`sear"'
.•

•
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LI'L ABNER

BONNIE BAKER'

-.I V

--145
"
g"
uP.:

11=1

•••

Sailor, Beware ! !

WHILE WE'RE STOPPED- I'LL 71.mw
LOOK N THE EXPRESS CAP, AT
THE NEW'MOTOR FOR MY
YACHT-

I
By Al Capp

••=11•11.

GREAT
SCOT-rt.'

NC..f NOP.' NOT(CV4!)YOU, MADAME if= I
MEAN HER PT-50 r'-!E.RE.
SUCA A THING
AS LOVE AT
FIRST SIGHT!'
SUES THE
Gir:11

I'VE NEVER
SEEN
SUCH A
GORGEOUS
CREATURE

NOT SO FAST,
STRANGER4rHAIN'T GONNA •ft)PON.,/
OURSELFS AWAY ON
51E,ST ANYBODY."
THAWS A FEW
QUESTIONS YOGOT TA
ANSWER 7,AN: NO

PilIST
mARRY.F.'

HAS TWO POST OFFICES
WEST FRANKFORT. ill. U.P.)-

uNDI,RSTAND?

West Frankfort is the only city in
the United States with, two separately-organized post (Item Mail

-

A -

GOOD FOR ANY USE W1- ERE

gras-

w•••••••••

A

EL PATIO

in Duplicate-

SO ME AND CHARLIE FIGURED
THAT IN UNION THERE IS STRENGTH.
THAT'S WHY WE ARE BOTH GOING TO
LISTEN TO THE PROPOSITION ABOUT
TO BE MADE TO U5- BY
THE GENT- WHO IS
NOW AT THE
DOOR--

Sawa.

ri-,np • the ....White- House to the
meet-unpretentious barn, all buildIngi which haFeThierisurveyed are
listed on charts im being 14 certain
Route 3 and 51
distance from the Meade ranch
Marker.
CAIRO, ILL.
Now Government experts have a
presents
irnuch broader'plan in view, to tie
together astronomical observations
and gravitj. checks, and by triangulartiiiii 'to reach a new VeterniOpening March 29 - nation of thh size and shape
of the
earth as a whole. .
Through April 7
Besides the - geodetic center.
$2.00 per couple, plus tax
Kansas also has the iteograPhic
center of the United States within
its borders. The latter_ spot, also
Marked. is near Lebanon.

RECEIPT BOOKS
Page

ve

Kansas Is World's
Geographic Center

garden tractor and I can do a good
OSBORNE, Kan. t U.P.1-Kansas,
job. Call 4435-R - Norman Auslong recognized as the center of
tin.
A 19pc
the nation, is to have the added

Lost and Found

Overwork. undue won-y. and lack of certain foods often reducias the red-blood
strength -and starved. weak, puny
blood Just hasn't the power to keep Up
your energy and drive.
Every day--every hour-millions of
tiny red-Mood-cells must pour forth
from thp. marrow of your bones to replace those that lire worn-out A low
blood count inn! affect you In several
ways: no appetite, underweight, no
energy, a run-down condition, lack of
resistance to infection and disease.
To get real relief you must keep up
your blood strength. Medical authorities,
by anoints of the blood, have by positive+ proof shown-Must-.1188 Toni* Is
amagingly effective In building uP low
bland strength In non-organic nutritional anemia. This is due to the EMS
Tonle formtala which contains special
and potent activating Ingredients.
Also, 8118 Tonle helpa you enjoy the
food you sat by increasing the gaatrie
digestive juice when it Is non-organically too little or scanty-thus the stomach will have little cause to get balky
with gas. bloat and give off that sour
food taste
Don't wait! merits- your body with
rich, red-blood Start on 888 Tonic now.
As vigorous blood surges throughout
your whole body, greater ft...Phnom and
strength should make you eat better.
sleep better, feel better, work better,
play better, have a healthy color glow in
your skin - firm flesh fill out holloW
places Millions of bottles sod net a
bottle from your drug store. ISSS Tonic
helps Build Sturdy Health

PLAY

BALDWIN-The official piano for
_ today's great artists, radio stations. colleges, school and sym- FOR RENT- Nice 2-room apartment. Furnace heat. Hardwood
phony orchestras. Let us tell you
lp
how easy it is to own a Baldwin.- floors. 316 N. 4th.
Feezle Piano Sales, 323 South 7th.

NOTICEGaccleras and lots plowed and fixed (cheap). I have a

•

Fir

listed for sale or trade.

Thousands Now Regaining Old
Time Pep,Vigor and Drive By
• Releasing Vibrant EnergyTo
LOST-Key chain with four keys
Every Muscle, Fibre,Cell

4 to

Free -in-
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For Rent

Murray

a

BSTROY TERMITES.

Notices

STOKERS

SHEET METAL

Ii

FOR SALE-Good milk goat. Priced reasonable-H. T. Luther, Rt.
I. Murray.
Alp

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

95-To tear
36-Railroad ear
99-Tall grasses
42-Geometrical ratio
43-What Nero Was
Mt-Certain
411,Collectlon of
sayings
48-Pertaining to tone
50-Plan
51-Eskimo's home
(var.)
53-British sWeIRISE
0-Pather
---- •
SG-Centaur
Se--Oloasy coating
Si-Cries Ilk, lion
63-1kamstroas

point appliances. H. E. Jenkins.
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
A7c
FOR SALE-Four sewing machines. phone 498-J.
Good condition - 1609 Hamilton DILL ELECTRIC COMPANY 'SARASOTA,
Fla.. March 30 (UP)
Ave. Garage Apt. in rear up- across from Postoflice. All types -Down here in the
scenic spring
stairs.
M3lp of Wiring and Electrical supplies. training camp of the Boston Red
Phone 879. •
Sox
they have something today
A7c
FOR SALE-Beautiful 5 room home
with garage attached. Located in EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING- which is closer than Damon and
nice residential section. Purchaser Hzve your watch cleaned. oiled, Pythias, barn and eggs or a dead
heat
may have immediate possession. and regulated for - perfect time
It is Dom Ube little professor)
Call 455-J or 760.
Ale keeping-all for $2.75 Plus postoarid-fking-4&im Mete.
age and insurance. Quick Service.
FOR SALE-Five burner table top
Mail for estimate to ROY WADE. On or off the field. find one and
Florence range. A-1 conditionJeweler, Clinton Street, Hickman. you have the other. And it is a
Mrs Herman *Ross, 708 Oliv
ery happy relationship for swarthy
-*tip Sam._ a

-a

FREED COTHAM

ACROSS
1-Wading bird
6--Regent of the
Sun"
11-Demonstrated
12-Talking bird
14-Conjunc000
15-Vein of metal
17-Flying toy
13-To cut of
20-Pert to birth
23-Wrong
24-Portent
26--Compact
28-Unit of energy
29-Stitched
31-United31--Lavel

rell filly t3 yrs. old); one hhorse
SEE US F
PLUMBING, HEATwagon. Edgar Boggess, Murray, ING.
sheet metal, roofing and HotKy.
M3Op

STORIERMITE DAMAGE

ter
Ites

I CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Services Offered

•

addressed- to West Frankfort or to
Frankfort 'Heights,. III., arrives at
independent stations within the
city boundaries. Frankfort Heights
had its own post office before the
population of West, Frankfprt grew

enough to surround the little coin.*Airier
_
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Municipal Stadium. followed the
next evening by the dinner to be
given by National Chairman Carroll Reece.
All delegates are expected to be
in town in time for the special
services Sunday. June 20, 'at historic Holy Trinty E p se opal
Church on Rittenhouse Square.
The services will be televised: In
the afternoon the convention delegates will visigailearby Valley Forge
foi patriotic services.
On Monday, during the afternoon recess before the keynote
address, more patriotic services
at Independence Hall.
dear
ToelH
will beh

Civic News
By ALFRED LEECH
United Press Staff Correspondent
CHICAGO aU.Pa—Firemen in
many cities are getting shorter
working shifts.
The International City Managers'
Association reports that nearly 150
cities cut working hours for fire
men last year.
ArnAng them were 35 cities in
Indiana and nine in -Arkansas.
Legislatures of both states made a
72-hour work week effective the
first of the year.
Most cities in the two states had
84-hour work weeks for firemen.
A few cities, among them Philadelphia and Phoenix. Ariz., adopted
the three-platoon plan under which
each fireman works an eight-hour
SOLOS THROUGH LIFE —
shift six days a week.
The City Managers' Association
Archie Ranney, 76. is an
said personnel costs under the
authentic hermit, living in
a cabin near North Creek. three-platoon system range as
much as 50 per cent higher because
N. Y., in the Adirondacks
more firemen are needed.
eats
he
printer,
former
A
The biggest work week reducand
muffins
mostly ,corn
last year were made by Cotions
porcupine meat. and tikes lumbus,
0.. and Rochester, Minn.,
his lonely existence.
which adopted 40-hour five-day
schedules for firemen. In Columbus,
Mathewson. famed the new work- week replaced a 70Christy
Giants pitcher, won better than 90 hour duty schedule.
In Massachusetts, 19 cities adoptgames each year for three years.
He wound up his major league ed a 48-hour work week.
career with a record of having won
. district
The Jasper, Mo.. school'
more then 20 games* in 13 out of
ha., the highest school tax rote in
14 years.
the United States.
About -96_per`cent or the popu- The district also,covers Carthage,
lation of the Unite States suffers Mo. Voters recently approved by a
7 to 1 majority a measure quadrufrom tooth decay, - ‘.

Russian 1'U-70 transport in flight
RUSSIAN PLANE RESEMBLES 8-29—This photo of the
Aircraft engineers have recogBoeing
bomber.
Indicates its resemblance to the U. S. B-29
of the American plane's gear. It is
duplicates
exact
were
that
items
20
than
more
nized
(.Ien. H. H. Arnold
thought that the Russians modeled their transport after a B-29, the
1944.
in
territory
Red
in
down
forced
Special, that was

All the activity will not be solemn. however. Both parties plan
to make good use of the Rubin
Hood Dell symphony coneerts in
tration of 1535 and today is the final •
pling theia school tax rate.
Fairmount Park The Republican
date to enter an organized class for
The Municipal Finance Officers REGISTRATION
has
committee on arrangements
credit. The- high for the year vv,as
Association reported the rate on i
reserved a block of. 3.000 tickets
1543 in the fall quarter, breaking
real and personal property
for each of four evening concerts.
all previous records.
boosted to $84 per $1.000 valuation.
Democrats plan similar arrangeto help finance a new school and
The spring quarter ends on June
ments.
put a $2,400 floor under teachers'
4 and will cover nine and one half
,conventions
both
to
Visitors
annual pay.
weeks of actual class time.
SONGSTEKS OF SPRING — Rolla Maresca. 20-year-01V probably- will have *chance to see
The record Jasper rate will be
KEA vacation begins with the last
dramatic soprano of opera. Concert and radio. Serenades the
a
hit
Philadelphia's f a mous "mumenrollment
State's
Murray
levied for one year only to finance
on April 17 and the college "
class
coming of spring by caroling to a peach -faced lovebird.
in
parading
bands
string
mers"
the school being built to replace new low for the year with only 1481 will resume classes on April 22.
usuthey,
Err feathertd !bind secms to understand and is ready to
costumes
the elaborate
one that burned down.
students registered at press time, acA break down of present enrollwarble. in reply.
ally wear for the annual New
cording to information released ment figures reveals that approxiYear's day parade.
I
mately 552 freshmen enrolled. No
The Council of State Govern- from the office of the registrar.
-.Delegates who prefer their rec••
During the last 25 years. about
ments reports that many states are
The enrollment figures are three figure on the number of veterans
the sporting side will be
Phila.
on
reation
12,000 persons have been killed in a
acting to improve living conditions per cent below last quarter's regis- in .chool is available at the present.
able to see baseball games at Shibe
and efficiency of migratory farm
auto accidents an Minnesota,
Park. The Phillies meet Cincinworkers.
nati during the Republicans stay
The council said action Is based
"Tit --knen. and the Athletics meet
Cleveland in a three-game series
on recommendations made at meetings of state officials held in New
.fitirtne the Democratic conven_a); BrrriltEINEMAN
York and Salt Lake City, representUnited Press Staff Correspondent tion. Early arrivals *ill see other
ing more than a score of states.
UP. —Dc le- games.
• -PHfLADELPKIA
Big Fight en Tap
gates and visitors to the two nationThe council said there is a severe
to
adjourn
GOP visitors can
al political conventions this sumagricultural manpower shortage in
some areas. made more acute by
flier-swat lVelOtS7W. recreation at. New York 90 Miles away on June
23rd for the Joe Louis-Jersey Joe
big food exports to hungry nations
ter business.hours.
Walcott fight Rating enthusiasts
o Teach Ways .of Spotting Fraud
and increased acreage being
--Special commiteei of both the
N's NEW TECINIC11111 IIT
among the Republicans will have
farmed.
Democratic and Republican parties
to go to Delaware Park. in StanBy BETTY HEINEMAN
The major aims of the various
have arranged fur convention viallife and smite down the voter wheg
ton. Del.. about 35 miles away. United Pees Staff Correspondent
state programs include raising
tors 'to go, places and see things.
actually it's simpler to opera
to
journey
to
have
will
Democrats
from baseball games and open air
WT.) — A 1 thaa a kitchen mixing device, and health and housing standards- at
Monmouth Parkin Northern New -- PHILADELPHIA
farm labor camps. Officials also are
.conzerts to night-clubbtr.g and
practical politics" is a lot less dangerous."
of
"school
races
the
at
day
ina
get
to
,Jersey
tours of • historic places.
bewildered Philadelphia
of the course is trying, through interstate action,
teathing
job
the
of
Part
Philadelphia
leave
trains
to improve traveling accommodaESTHEt
Neither party Program is defi- Special
voters how to recognize and deal to get the timid voter over hi/leave
daily for the tracks.
tions for thousands of workers who
nite, but the tentative schedules
illegal
other
voting
and
the
stealing
vote
with
machine—both
the
of
to
arranged
Both parties have
inuat move long distances in open
offer delegates and, their wives
placet
•
polling
kind.
the
of
practices
other
the
and
machine
daily
Rad •• Ores
provide buses for almost
,
trucks,
enough to keep them busy with
eight
of
lessons
course
entire
The
of
course
first
the
be
to
Believed
tours to the many hisFarm labor camps set up by the
"extra-curriculSr" activities if they sight-seeing
the
leadprompted
which
$2,
costs
at
aims
it
torical places in the old Philadel- its kind in the country,
federal government during the war
,
bust. mob:,
never atiend a session.
teaching the "facts of polities" to er of one of Philadelphia's major have been
_
phia area.
turned over to some
The Republicans opeir their con"I
remark.
to
organizations
party
can inspect the oldest the average citizen—even if the
NNW II
states directly or to farm labor ,
vention first-or' Jupe 21. - However. Delegates
never knew you could get anyone
hurts.
truth
opts as Kyle o lap%
IndepenMist,
S.
U.
biggest
and
BEHIND THE ICE PLANT
assoCiations under state reCulation.
the events actually will start the
The "teachers" are ward leaders, to pay to learn politica.".
denee Hall where the Declaration
precechr.g Tuesday when the 106to
Leaders of the school hope
ND/NE 1171
legislators, party officials. candiof Independence and the Con.
national committee meetsf
mi a IPs ••• A K•li
Chemical engineers are said genUnited States were dates and other practical politi- make it pay in better city governlast-minuta details. tuition of the
• to takel'care
members
best
paid
erally to be the
and as Ora6•16ha
signed anci where the Liberty Bell cians, rather than "political science ment and more active participation
Many Attraetlass
of the engineering profession.
by voters,
professors and orators."
a a as mom is *Wm
They will be wined and dined in reposes.
As on_e_speaker told his standingThe weatherman_while not makany promises. aaid the tem- room-only audience. "First we tell
ing
convenGOP
and hostess of the
perature should stay in the. low 7(k you what the law says. Then we'll
tion—G." Mason Ow lett, president
the GOP convention and the tell you what's actually being done
for
of the Pennsylvania Manufacturers
.n the election polls in this city."
70s for the Democrats.
middle
and committeewoman
•
Sponsored by Cosandtts
Mrs Worthington Scranton • on
The cetera of eight leslosts is
1001-11tag
Our ciaglanall
June 18. they will attend the an
spensored --Ey the non-partisan,
ial Philadelphia music festival at get the business.
liberal Americans for Demoe'ratic
Action in an effort to "interest a
higher type of citizen in going into
garage, located .on
politics.- FARM PROPERTY
It started, sponsors explained,
A modern 5 room house and bath, utility room, also two
because a group of them decided
Murray modern three room apartments, size lot 1568125.
west
of
just
improved,
50-acre
farm,
well
ito run fur committeemen and woA nice garage apartment, located near the college, size
men and realized they didn't know City Limits.
lot 65x150.
7 1-4 acre farm, Unimproved, near the college.
the first thing about how to do it."
A beautiful modern 5 room home located on West Main
The political -babes in the wood"
114 acre farm, well improved, near Hazel.
decided to teach themselves, and
75 acre farm, good house, just north of Murray, three- street.
anyone else who might be ihterA modest 5 room house, located on Main St., near the
tenths of a mile off the highway.
cited, how to deal with fraud at
high school.
Kirksey.
near
improved,
farm,
well
acre
60
real
A
nice
the pulling plares. what their rights
5 room house, hardwood floors, utility room and garage,
One 45-acre farm, five miles north of Murray, good soil
as voters and candidates were, and
North 13th street.
how to meet the professional poli- but only modestly improved.
tician on his ofrn ground.
12 acres on the north highway, nice 6 room hiause, only
A modern 6 room house located in Benton, Ky. For a
They hired a hall for a series of 5 miles from Murray.
good sale, only $4,250.
two-hour lectures and discussion
•• •
100 acre farm, unimproved, on the Eggners Ferry'highperiods every Monday night and
LAKE PROPERTY
way.
rounded up speakers.
for sale. These cabins'are beautiful and
lake
on
cabins
5
Speakers Nun-Fartlaan
An 88 acre farm, 25 acres in timber, 11 miles north of modern in every respect, the lot which the cabins are,loThe speakers are "as non-partiMurray.
cated on extends right to the water'of the lake.
san as we can make them." one of
A 60 acre farm, well improved, on the Murray and Maythe ADA sponsors said, "but it's •
23 nice camp sites, all of which have an acre or more of
little difficult because none of the field highway.
land. s,
A 66 acre farm, well improved, 8 miles northwest of
city hall politicians will come down
No. 46 located in the Center Ridge Camp Site Vilto talk to us. They're a little shy Murray. lot has all the conveniences to the lake that is
This
lage.
of what it might lead to."
A 220 acre farm, located on Mayfield and Paducah
expected.
The overflow audiences, Com- highway,-5 miles north of Mayfield.
posed of trade unionists, house11 acres overlooking the .4ake5 only 12 miles from
A 75 acre farm, well improved, 7 miles north of Murray.
wives, lawyers, teachers, students
3oac
of Murray.
east
miles
9
improved,
modestly
farm,
acre
60
A
and a few professional politicians.
rem overlooking the lake, only 12 miles from
keep coming back to have their Murray.
25ac
An 80 acre farm, well improved, nice gas \ivid oil Murray,
illusions shattered and learn the
res overlooking the lake, 12 miles from Murray.
rules by which politics is played. business.
1
"As a result of this course, we also a general merchandise store, located east of Benton,
85 acres overlooking the lake, 13 miles from Murray.
expect to elect 100 new comrrlittee- near Naeh's boat dock.
—
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
men in the city this spring." an
improved, 12 miles of Murray.''
acres,
modestly
500
ADA official said. "And that goes
4 room house, a general merchandise store, feed store
A
125 acres, well improved, 10 miles northwest of Murray. and gas and oil business, three acres of land, an Ideal
for both major parties."
90 acres, well improved, 7 miles west of Murray.
ratlike Spoofed
location.
70 acres, well improved. 3 miles west of Murray.
Perhaps Aine of the reasons for
A Praiser eiGroorol Moors
2 nice homes, a general merchandise store, gas and oil
the popularity of the course, which
55 acres, well improved, near Kirksey.
41
2 acres of land, ideally located in a small country
business,
will wind up before the April pri40 acres, well improved, 2 1-2 miles west of Murray.
'village.
mary. is - the skit which follows
Of
Murray.
west
miles
68 acres, well improved, 2
A nice business house, wall located on a large lot size
each'. lecture.
200 acres, modern home with basement, 198 acres
"One was an "election day at the
building, one story 40x50.ood timber.
Its bailet.--ThItUrtrit -11ce
—Wilke 7 room house, -full basettsCist, ar-good garage, oil
behavior of one Loophole O'Toole.
Ind gas business, ideally located dn the highway in a small
CITY PROPERTY
who tried, without success, to break
every reason. You should driy; it for beauty—
Over tA▪ e sears. Pontiac has consistently
located
room,
bath
country village.
and
utility
house,
room
§
modcrn
A
"I'
for comfort—for safety—for econonly —and • every law in the election code, in- on Sycamore.
proved a leader in bringing finer and finer
2 nice houses, good general merchandise store, 2 acres
cluding voting twice, giving false
85x200. of land, located on the north highway.
lot
for dependability . . . yam shoat/el drive ii for names anti 'pretending
basement,
full
bath,
and
house
room
quality to buyers of lower-priced cars. More
5
nice
•A
to need asA nice 5 room house, good garage, doing a nice busi&Awry of performaxce that is stresisrpassed! For
A nice 5 room house on North 8th street, bath and utilsistance to operate the voting
than a hundred engineering -firsts- have been
75x185.
lot
size
well located in a small village on the highway, 6 miles
finished,
nog,
be
to
Machine.
upstairs
you
room,
just
ity
Hydra-Matic,
division.
Motors
engineering
with
General
'
Pontiac
the
to
credited
lot
The
size
average
Murray.
basement,
full
bath,
voter's
and
from
terror
house
of
room
the
5
nice
A
relax and drive. The clutch pedal is gone—and
voting machine—an affliction pe- 125x185, located near college.
And now comes the crowning achievement in
the gears shift themselves.
culiar to "Philadelphia- was ribPontiac's efforts to bring the finest available
A nice 5 room house and bath and utility room, size lot
bed in the skit also.
nice vacant
our
in
located near college.
display
on
65x165,
now
quality to buyers in the lower-prtce
New 1948 models are
Learn About Meekino
the college, size lot 80x245,
near
located
house
smell
A
precisely
car
a
is
them
The
among
and
showrooms
politician-speaker
explained
For the 1948 Pontiac offeis, as optional*
$1,850.00.
suited to your needs. You are cordially inviteck it was a commonly held belief priced a sell at once for
equipment on all models, the GM Hydra-Matic
"that the 450-odd levers on the votbrick home, basement and furnace, near the colnice
A
to inspect them today.
ing machine are going to. come to lege, size lot 758150.
Drive. -Never before has a -car priced so IOW
A beautiful brick home, full basement and furnace and
°GM Hydra-NIark Drive. Boostser Grards and irhige
been made. available with this phenom" *trona! a! additional cost
Sit/mall Tin,
enal contribution to driving ease and safety!
I
A FINE CAR MAMIE El'EN FINER!
Obviously, you should now drive a Pontiac for
a'
CO
a
4 troseea sAnto/
AMCINCA MOM MI Putt — TURN IN TOUR SCRAP IRON INC 11111

hil Convention
Offers Delegates
Diversified Fun
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TUESDAYand- Wednesdair.

DROPS 3 PERCENT
AT MURRAY STATE

_QUALITY ALONE CAN STAND
THE TEST OF TIME
_
-When You Blow Your Horn Your
Service Begins"

Philadelphia Has Political School
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If Interested In A Home, Farm Or. Business
There Are A Few Opportunities Left
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Lowest-priceil ear with GM Hydra-Matic Drive:
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lots, both residenWe have some
tial and business. We have other business opportunities which we would like to discuss with
you, should you be interested.

TIME

Main Street Motor Sales
Mein

Murray, Kentucky

Tucker Real Estate Agency

Located in the Chevrolet Garage

504 Maple Street

HOME PHONE 617

BUSINESS PHONE 483
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VARSITY THEATRE
"ThifTime For Keeps"
al Hr 46 Min.)
Feature Starts: IAM4914044110
9:15.
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